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FOREWORD

. ,
Psydholinguistics is, as its name implies, an interrelationship of the .

" disciPlines of psychology and linguistics.Vh.linguist, paiticularly during
this decade, has prekented the educator, with, accurate detcriptioni of
language and with new' insights for. She teaching of reading. The psyitholo- ''',.1 gist has continued his explorations of 'learning theories and. has 'been
reexamining psychological aspects, as they may apply to reading instruc-

4 tion. The psychologist has combined the efforts of both disciplines and is i . ./.
priniarily concerned with developing theolties of linguage performaderc.
based on sound linguistic- and "psycholotic'ai principles.

,

I-

E

' ThiS significant publication is the result of over a. year's work ti,17
. IRA's Psycholing'uistics and Reading Committee, l967-613. The com-

mittee,

6 6

headed by Dr...Kenneth Goodman;. Wayne State University, plan-
ned a pre-convention institute' on, the topic for IRA's thirteenth annual' ,

convention. The papers _included in this volume were presented at the ,..
institute.

t" SI .
.

Perhaps there is no other topic related Ito Yearling instruction as
important today as Psycholinguistics: There are many conceptions and:. '

misconception atinut linguistics' ind, indeed, pycholinguisties as they _,
tr., apply to reading instruction. The field, has been tooded with materials

labeled "linguistic." Certainly the iliycholinguist is helping and WilPfielP,
the' ivading specialist tp make use of pyrholinguistic insights as the !la& ,

ing si-ecialist develops, uses, and evaluates. materials. , . -0*
/

. nut, all the evidence is mitt in. We are still learning. 'Good judg-
.

Ment must tie paramount in - deciding upon, sit4tegiF4 and, materials' that
i Otill best serve the learner. The l 8-69 PsyehoriguisOcs and Itead'ing

Cominittee. his planned a -segm t of the fourteenth annual convention ,.. ; s;..
in Kansas City, April 30-May 3, 69. Undoubtedly, their next. contritiu: .

.
tion will supply idditi al. ideas a d spark heightened ifftighs for the-
reading instructor -to ssimilate a utilise: ...' ", \

a .

`''',
ALAN ROBINSON, President

Inte tional Reading Association
19674968'
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AssoCiation attempts, through its publications,
a vide friectruni of opinion on reading. This '
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Introduction.

JA?.:1Et.T. FLEMING
University of California at'Los Angeles

,

By establishing the Committee on Psychaiinguistici, and ,Reading,
lerk, -has quite appropriately enCouraged it membership to consider the ,

1 nature of reading from the combined ventere of tlyise who look,closelyat
learning and those who look clostity at language. 4y- lyofesiidhai 05111111it-.

ment rhany educatoir 'hal; of course, lorig been concerned with the
problems of -seachifig leading, whether as classroom teacher, teacher of

.-.1eachers,.reacilniflpeciilist, school iitImiiiistrator, curriculum, superxisorfs.:
,,or educational 'teseatcher. Many psychbtogists, too, In t6eir, iny,eatiga-
tiorik,- haveutewn4that obb of the betier vaticies for observing leaping -

Instruction J,as Veen the focus of their attention on reading beflaviiirs,
the..reading process by some. Quite a limber but. still significalit

number ,1 linguists; in szplorini the nature df:language, -have galsi at
times found it-itstrnative, to look at a very cbabon usCoof
reading. burrently there' is h....growing number;oi-individaals vilho
combined an interest and competence in exainining the phenonienh of
both; learning and language4hcnee the designations psycholinguists and
psycholinguistics, ./ ..

It is particular14, fortunate -that it. f number of those have ,

beiri trained as psychologists, Ainiuists, piycholittguists have begun to
consider seriously with/ edticatois the Rope of the problems invCilved itn
the: teaching...2ot reading, Jo! ,jt their .6ornbined training; experience,

knowledge, research Which. ifiform the..rationale far 'estab-,
lishing this Committee Psychoiinguistics The hope of
this committee ftenh ijice_ a if ariety of backtroundi, and points
view iN broader basq Of support will be formed from which a common uitk
m Slate. chn be parstied even the furtherance .
ofliteracy;

s

. I. I

, tl
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V 4,,. : PSYZIOliniiilliS `ono
..

the Weuelhrg of feiklng

.",- v .1
..- Today °mils painfully aware of the functienal ,ftecelsitY tot literacy' . ,

. . ,
'for, all. citizenry, The price of illiteracy is clear; the penalties'exaetell by

t

literate. society are idereasingly- strinaltnt and pahnitally ha- rill. It

s, then, especially fitting that the lit* has taken the. lead inviting ,.

.. these from other disciplines 'to join with its potn.mertilrrship in the 'best

o?
of interdisciplinary research im the teaching of reading. ,

The papers in this volumerepresent the first formai efforts-of die Cam-

thin% on PsyebolinguistieS and Rending to. bring to:-a larger ,audience

some major concerns. The 'goal is not a consensus but a samplik. of di-
verse views trotn the constituent chieiplines. There are psychologists 'who
would Ionic at reading as a set of beItvidrs,whiCh can.-be pri*tribed, ob-

'serveo, and elicited--;all in aecord with a ckifttitx prepared set of stimuli...
There are otheepsychologists who would Mils* thoreading is 'priniarik a

problem-Solving- process. In an eve ihed manner, one might say-that-

the views of the first 'mentioned Psych would, suggest .a isassive

learner; whereas,' tpe Views of the latter might .suggest artictivelY e,n0ged

A

I A,

.

1.1

A

-

learner.: In cottsidering the( relatiOnship _bower:it th*yews and se °

of a linguist whb looks at reading as :Militarily "a laiiguagefibiiect tkiil, one*

- is ring to find clear:and frequent 'differences. this is be expected AA .-
4hottld not be aseause for alarm or despair, v

It should be noted at the outset that sit. certain' levels of discussigii, , .1

11(..wild-ae,calgtlreidittr. can some .the sliarpe4t differences. For
extelitailsoother comprehensive modelK4Of reading are often 'prePose,ii. to. °

..justif or explain specific principles and practices of teaching reading, and i

the c nipoint is,heard that the model is overly elahpratde-pnfortunately;',;
y ix;cau some models are comile; they are dismissed too ,quickly.

e" miitaken belief that thereniugt Nay ot answer., The' Sk,

temptation to settle fora -,Vmple.solutiofi Is illtdexitantlable.; for tht'insis-
tent,ralkk of'reading afe urgent and unNeisanY demanding. Thetpromi§e

'or' at ielkot practical, assistance is accepted, by not only the

gullible or the Isninftiriued; praetiaelity the:guise of "common-

is frequently, the choice of the dedkated in4 the discpchaoted. alike. It*

cap, kfunPly, alse thi.c.hoi4 mof tlie,tired,Jhe oveibricat d the un4ei

; apprpciated.` volttevir the causes, the results 44.iMpleme .g a narrovIlY

-cfniceiveMiAki of reading usually are TairlY Prellita6 sonic children

1;alitp tot:read, and s.01* pelt ne secure with his

reasons fo'thi*successei orr mores important,
tii:e14. tires.

oileOf, itindartiental nets much has eteadded to stock

lenof owleage;.aboUt de reading itrocesS is that has. been unclear from

.th Start as.tg the, sort. of performance one is ally, after' and What evi-

Once will Satisfactorily indicate' that one has ichiei(ed What ha set out
r o

-a

O

-

e-.
7- ,

.
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_FLEMING
3

' to do: The resali is that frequently one continues to offer the child the
same optiohs

1 4
to fail. -

r Differences over the' definition of reading not only divide educators but
also that who hold contrasting views of the nature of language and the na-
ture of feactiirti.' In many respects, the kinds of questions, the methods,4
used to answer 'these questions, and the sort- of evidence which will be
acceptable_ will usually reveal the differences in the psychological or linguis-'
tic models to which the investigator pledges his allegiance. When'these
differences collide in theoretical battle (as they mat in circumstances where
honest, opeh, and infonded debate is encouraged), the impact freqUentli
is perceived by those who ace not intimately involved as random; siome-

, times senseless chattering or possibly just picayune. bickering. These dif-
ferences do matter however; they matter a great deal. 'The differences are
concerned not necessarily with whn has the truthbe it the educator of
a certain persuasion; the psychologist of a certain kind, or the linguist of
-a certain school. The crucial- concern is determining whose theory can
most adequately account for the bits and pieces of what is already known

' about reading . and its relation to language. learning. It is essentially an
issue of determining the relativerdevee of explanatory power which can
be derived consistently from a theoretical construct.

There prqbably never -will be universal agreement (even if this state
of affairs were desirable); however, the healthy, forceful competition of
conflicting theories forces adherents to examine their theories and deal
With realities, - esulting in better understanding of areas of disagreement

, as well as substantial areas bf Agreement. hr any case, the potential sig-
nificance of what the psychologist and the linguist can conirabute to the
understandin3 of reading 'cannot bc3,1ad out --out of band. It is just
when a field, r hetl*r it be psychology or linguistics, is in a state of rapid.
change that-one etpects the most significant progress from it: Titioest
of scholarly research should reflect a state of change; and the best of
scholarly re ch from thee, disciplines of psychology and linguistics can

o t.

and sboi1 d be brought to bear on soine of, the problems of reading.
Only a few of thei %levant issues which could profit. from the ann-

blued attention of psyatologists, linguists, and educators, would include
these_examples:

1. the'question of whether (or to what degree) dialectal variations
pose .a barrier far so *Re children learning to read.

2. the development of better beginning reading materials for the
child who is not a native speaker of English.

*0

.0
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3. the implications for ."progranang" beginning reading materials
if one accepts-the notion that phonemes art merely "convenient
linguistic fiv4ons" of "inethoilological artifacts_"

4. the n to.assests-mature acts of readiig as infarhation-proxss-
ing or problem-solving- tasks; particularly from the point of view'
of i plex visual perceptions.

the n y of constructing a convincing, comprehensive triode)
of just what, reading is all about.

,

6. a long-overdue si:rutiny. of the entire potion of-comprehanSion.

7. an incisive analysis of the relevant dimensions of language-de-7
scripticrs for reattag research

a close look of the oral reading errors Made- by mature as well
as immature. readers ip a variety of circumitances-:-their ,hesi-
tations, false starts and man' sione (of parts of 'a text); their
insertions (of parts which do Mt ip the text); and their
self corrections. .

9. a searching iicOnsideration of the worth of phonic generalizations
including a more basic examination of the English spelling sys=
tem as it relates to oral language.

1
10: the need to know s4at language "knowledge" a child'brings to

his reading tasks; that is, what he is best capable of using.

Amonimany others, these issues ate reflected, in the inte4sciplinary eon-
cerns expressed by the psychologists, linguists, and educators who have
contributed the papers to the first public showing of the nt,CPsycholiagu' .

"tics and Reading Committee. If at times the discussion appears to the, new-
comer to the field of psycholinguistics to depart radically from thought "'
and practice in the field of, reading, it is well ,..to keep ICI mind that
change has been both radical and swift in the,very.fields of psychology and
linguistics and that joint efforts. by v4or logs \from both fields should be
expected to produce novel, highly:plinduptiVe new ways of looking at old
problems. ,Although many factors ubtedly could be singled out to
account for the sometimes rather large p between theofcadiags of jaw.,

.- disciplinary research and,teaching pra 66s, only a few will be considered
briefly.

For many teachers anCyresearchers of reading, some aspects of psy-
chology have always been more .f and frequent companions than
the field of modern linguistics. The mai r 'focus,. after all," has for some

t%
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ti4le now been on the karst& and the learning. process. Apart from what
elSewhere has been called.tRe.:Tionder of Words approach to language,"

- linguistics however, &is in all likelihood appeared only relatively recently
. to many whO have long taken for granted most of the features of their

oral and writlen,lalguages: For whatever reasons, almost three decades
. have passed since a noted/linguist took severely to task those writers on

the reading.,pr who apparently had ,ether ignored, overlooked, or
confused some f u

1 R ental tenets of a scientific study of language.- De-
spite the fact ill* this linguist's- L..159 was expressed in the pages of
a widely-distributed LeachersVionrnsl, was no wide-ranging response.
Apparently there as not much. '11 .4'1 1 I at all paid to the charges until
two decades later when Bloorifield's .wily-oriented reading ma-

were posthurnotidy published along with his earlier challenging
' essays. It is at this point 1,41/ that' a red many researchers and teachers
s; 6f reading had their fast encounter with linguistics. And the encounter

may not have been an altogether pleasurable.one...There was, on the one
re hand, the usual -rash of "promising iioteiitia7- which was loudly noted;

there were thous. who could not stait to climb aboard the fast-moving
bandwagon. There was on the other hand,a wholesale 'denial of "any-
fling' now" or "aoything worthwhile". usually from misinformed or unin-
formed, if well-intentioned, sources. There were also a few, but only a
Lew, wog-reasoned caution; and requests' for restraint In all, there' was
more than mild confusion in many quarters, much of which might have
subsided in time if another internal development had not occurred in
linplistics, one "'hich. thrust' itself aggressively onto the scene: the no-
tion ottransformmional-genirative grammar. in the early 1960's, at about
the ssathe,time thit Bloomfiehrs reading materials were being pub ed,

'this bold, new of linguistics was becoming p:min.. and of
tie theory, (indeed the

h
e over all conception or orietkition

toward language stO y), was to be 'subjected to tonost rigorous,4ormal
analysis, an analysis which would bring aboutprofound change 'fin the
field of linguistiCs. i rimilications of this change in linguistics 4ncluded
for many psydiologis 1 (psycbolinguists whose work it is to Itsciiiitiht the
psychological milky posited:language phenotnena.) the open* or 're-
opening of a whole' of heretofore restricted, or at least unfashion7
able, avenues of Particularly, study of the relationship of syntax
and meaning beeathe oi'concern. To Come roughly to The present,
this first assessment of rmationa4enerative grammar woula un-
dergo yet another:major, formulation; resulting in a *y'systematized,
elaborate, and: formal Oh still controversial) approach to the .nature
of languige.

, P
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Psycho linguistics and the Teaching of Reading

Ter minimize the newness, the unsolved problems, or the sharpness
of the differences which still exist within and among the varioils, schools
of thou& °in linguistics and, consequently, in psycholinguistics, would at
best serve only to deceive. One.should however,..note briefly some shifts
in emphasis which can profitably be incorporated in much reading re-
search. There seems to be, for example, far less concern in some quarters
with solely categorizing or describing, an approach which many educators
particularly reading researchers and teachershave perhaps come to rely
on in far too great an extent.. The resultant risk of such an overriding
concern with description is of- course the absence of a well-developed,
sufficiently analyzed, underlying raii-nale or reasoned thehry. Rather
than continuing to organize' certain .i'acets of reading 'into discreet cate-
gories so as to be able to describe only 'whirr something looks like or is
at one point in time and space, a greater emphasis would be placed on
understanding how one level of behavior its rotated to the other and hence
to a great number of acts. Such a.shift away from a purely taxonomic
approach reflects probably, a 4tssatisfaction with. even the best of tidy
arrays of pigeon holes, levels, or steps, none of which has anything much
to reveal in any logically satisfying 'fashion about the relations between
those holes, levels, or stepsto say nothing of the ateehanisms underlying
these relations.

Despite some differences in aPPro in this interdiscipliharY
of psycholinguisttiesand in this context ycholingtiisties 'and readin
one trend is quite clear: there can be reurn to a much rfor sim le
answers to what one has come to recognize to be complex' questions. A -
thotigh some trends or, concerns in reading have in the past appeared
be cyclical (a rise and decline for elemnple, in the acceptance and use o.
a variety of techniques under the general rubric phonics), ex-
dusive.pdherence ch concerns now can 'only further deter one from
the eidie'crt144( issues which camaid unresolved. There can be little
argument- wjdi the recognized need for a theoretically adequate model
to explain'the depth and complexity involved when one deals with read-.
ing. ConcomitautlY, a hardly inconsequential issue wilier bears repeti-
tion in explicit fashion is the increasing emphasii being placed on the
active, participatory nature of the child's responses as he relates to reading
tasks.

Summar!

Thee interdisciplinary. research represent4 in the rs . of this
Volume. cannot be expected to provide either simple inmediate an-
swers to many problefits in reading. The results of such working together
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`can,-,howevtr, be expected:to pare away Some oaf the more superlicial or
,unptodu.efive cOngerns and point up theSe areaareas most in need of special-
ized .attentions Soth6 linguists have Yearned to Oiork I wejl with some psy-

_.,-chologists. The papers of this volume give every. indication that .an equally
reciprocal and mutuiTy profitable relatialf\can'be shared.by psycholitrguists
and educators whose nriayOr.tesponsibilities are to re.adihg research The
More one can know. about the nature of langu eits ,acqursit,t0n, use,
and its users as more,..one ,be. to establish.: and inn -

.

plement informed priorities itrcontin ed efforts', t effect sound:and:work-
able reading programs: "
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Reading Is
Only,. hicidentally . Visual

= PAUL A. KOLERS
Massachusetts Institute 'of Technology

0

The study of the reading process, discussionS of how reading 'shopId
be taught, psychological `experiments on the perception of letters and
words-all of these activities and many 'more have been concerned, with
the 'visual aspects of reading. Good _,reason Motivates mach :of this .0
work. ; One knows, many sources that some 'of the letters of.
the" *Oman alphabet are ambiguoui; that even skilled readers: rnisper-4-
teive Jetted and.. Worth; and th t, indeed, if one were pot dependent
upon one's visual_ systeM for n Final reading, books could" be made of
blank pages...and man would nahe the more ignorant. Normal- ,read-
ing is .beavily, dependent upo visual inputs, and perhaps because or

, =this dependency early-, readi instruction emphasizes the distinctively
visual aspects. of letters and. ords. Children are taught to differentiate

, and to name the 'letters: of the alphabets, to identify their sound-class
fransiationS,. and to recognize words . by their.:-visual shapes:' l3ut the ,

visual is only one , aspect," only. one, : part of the reading process. :While

an ;important, fart, 'been seriously overstreised,...in the writer's
opinion, both in;practice and; in"theory. consequehtly, mime experiments
.and their implicaition will be emphasiztd to Show how little': reading may
"depend :upon tlte. visual -component. In particular, it will be shown
how: the "principal. characteristic of a visual Aject,. itsDgeometty; can .by
itself tell little, about its perception:

m6thod here .not..theoretiCal but experimental. Indeed the
literature on literacy- iscsurfeited-With theoretical accOUnts," Many of them.
aprioe tic, 1,044.i ;singularly'. UndeideveloPed in the, area of.,,serious:. data

t the' Constitaents..of literacy, the' components of ;WS .process, taken.,
so much for, granted. ,It is, app'all'aig to note the 'hounds of literature
journal articles,- boOks, syniPosia4that have aCcunialated on the 'subject

:of4-rf reading and hoW little ..Solid knowledge there is about the process.
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One would think that with a topic of such importance, people interested 1°
in the subject would try to, find out how the phenomenon occurs
rather, than merely make pronouncements al?out it. The subject matter
of the .reading process in its piesent development. repeatedly brings to
mind the .anecdote told about .medieval scholastics. At arlimPofro:nt
conference tailed to decide bow many_teeth.-e horse-had:these good
schoolme& argued fiercely and° debatetriodg and hard on7the. matter. _

-Authorities frornAristetle- to Aqui were _cited; sacred books were /\
consulted°,. the veracity of witnesses a _even of authorities was called
into question"; accusations and counte ccuiatiOns were. made; insults
hurled as steam,- sound, and fury charac etized the proceedings. Eager
to _quiet the spirits. of his revered masters, one young acolyte finally
worked .up the nerve to !interject comment a suggestion that he
thought would,. help to solie the matter. He ogered to catch, a horse
and _count the number of its teeth. Deadly silence greeted the suggestOnc

. aid then; on a signal from the chairman, the poor acolyte was throWn
to, the wolves.' Empiricism,..pragMatisin, some effort at informed faCt-
gathering had neither charm nor irfterest for those medieval philosophers. .

The writer 'fears- that a similar lack of .respect for data characterizes
many contemporary ltudeniss of literacy. By data here is not meant the
mounds of CorrelatiOnal Statistics and the millions,otreacking comprehenSion
and reading achievement scores that have been tabulated. Such data
can tell one very little. What is needed are data that illuminate the
processes that characterize reading and' that. raise questioni rather than
"prove" theoriesin a word, data that are analytical; not merely de=
scriptive.. Thep" .study -.of. literacy provides little data of, this kind.' 1117

-A deed, there has been little worthWhile data since E., H. Huey's master-
piece, The Psychology and Pedagogy' of Reading., was published in 1908

4

.

In ,order tb experiment On literacy analytically, it iSAiieceessary to
alter the nature of the tesr:mifei-iii. 'he.. reason. is thatfnormal con-
nected discourse. presents little, ch,llenge.,:tOthe._ skilled redder, and little°
can be icamed:.abouf.the reading' procesi by studying,* way he, reads -
such Material. The writentins concentrated his .experimentation' on mod-
erately skilled readerscollege ,studention the assumption that what
they dc.i cad. tell .-, what the child has to learn how to do; The per
formance° of skilled :practitioners shows the target that the novice must
shOot at. Bilt reading by the skilled practitioner 'is: a skill so over
learne4 that -in- order to be able:. te7 see what he is doing,' one must

-complicate the -,ifeading task. The -writer complicated the task -for ?the
skilled 'Practitioner, by -distOrting: the."'Material. to be read and `studying
the, waY 1:realder accommOdated himself to the' distortion. His per-
.fonnancere-v*',ed some aspects -of the process often called bode-broaking:

In one's t; of ,experiments- college sttidentS were reqUired to iatme
letters that Chad . Peen . transformed geometrica.11y. letteri had been
Iraniformed in sixteen different ways, eight of which are illUstrated in
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Figure 1. The texf was derived from a
discourse. In the upper set of four transf
have been subjected to simple rotations
Normal (N), rotation in the plane of the-
tion° (M), and inversion (I). In the lower
other transformations are shown.

the Teaching of 'Reading ti
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three-dimensional space:
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If one Co ers only individual letters, each set of eight ans-. .tonnations pr ces, four. pairs of geometrically identical objects., For
example, individual letters are identiCal in N and tM,.,in R a d J.',
in M\ and rN, ,and in I and di. Jit fOur of the cases the s bjects
nathed..the letters fromieft t6 right ; hOwever, in the_ other four, arcing
went from tight to left. In .one ,'set 'of eight arrangements, designated
.letters, -every letter was actually :followed by ,a.sPace, as in the upper
part of.Figure 1 In another set of Pseudqvordsi the letters
appeared in groups, as' in the lower pq: of Figure ,1.. In both cases
the sUbjeCts were reqUired not. to 7readlbut to name accurately The
letters ialoud as laPidlre. they codld., There were 832. letters on each
page in the -Letters -.- Condition and 1170, on each. page Of Pseudo7
words. 'The:at:Omit-t of tinie-subjeCts took to name all the letters, on
a -page, exeepting the 'first iine, ivas measured; that Is, -.the = time;. re-
quired to name- 800 letters in ,Letters and` abOut 1100 m -Pietidowords.
The time requited to name .the n fust 800 letters of FSendOwords after
the.firsi lihe, in'order to cOrhgare,those results with the Letters concli7
tionrWai also noted.
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The data ; am_ set ant in Table I as four pairs of. comparisons.
The times that were taken to name the characters are shown for each
pair. , Note that in each pair identical characters are being named, but
froM left to right for the upper nember and from right to left for';
the lower. Notice, too, that in the first comparison, N and rM, the
subjects; were, naming letters of the Roman alphabet in their normal

,,orientation, yet the amount ,of time taken to name them is not the mine
in the two cases.

u." 'TABLE' 1 .

.

.
Time Taken to Name Letters (Min.)

Traksformation
BOO Letters in

800 Letters, Pseudowords

N 4.65 4.51
/ rM 6:16

1 7.96
, .

8.77
rR '8.55 9.56

.r/%1 7.06
7.20 8.04

rI 7.16 8.33
6.72 7.64

S

'

. The point to be made is that there is much more to the recogni-
,- don and naming of characters than at first might appear. The peer

geometry. of the characters is not enough to specify 'their recognizability--
as shown'shown' by the. fact that characters in identical orientations require
different amount mes of time to be named, acco i to the .direction of
naming. .should follow that their ge et is not sufficient to
explainqheir recognition; it surely cann6t expl their being read.

Perhaps tactiistoscopic sfudies ;are the best proof that word recogni -.
tion does; not require the ,identiffcation of each of the letters in a word.
In those studies (8), as most pepple know, words spelled :Correctly are
often misperceived and pseudbwords are identified 'as Teal similar; ooking
words. The point to .13e made. is AO 'recognition in = any case is not
a reproductive process but a ; constructive one The _perceiver does not
have a `.`pholOgraPhic image" in his Mind; rather, what he has there,
he has put there' by constructing:: an..experienced object out of a set of
clues, by means of various /mental operationi:' Contrast the response to
a .flash of light and. to a word. A flash _olight,is a stimulus that
has a certain necessary.' ropertY: to its responSe:. The ,light induces' a

-4 ;response in the retina tha travels along the optic nerve in well-known
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ways.. Words presented visually are another matter, for 'in order to
identify them at all one has Co ,knowt something about them. A string
of- letters that spell q, word. in. Turkiski,131 Hungarian is 'recognized
much' more easily, by sombone who kno\vs those languages than by
someone who does not The respolfse in /Es: case Aloes not have the 4
-rigid stimulus constraints th.at a flash of light' has: Furthermore, a..

cat, too, will respond to a flash of light but- is likely to be indifferent
to whether the words flashed at him are in Huntarian, Ttfrkiih, or
English. This is a roundabout way of saying that certain kinds
stimuli elicit similar responses over a wide range of individuals test
and that other kinds of-_--stimuli do,, not Words presented visually. are
in the latter category. (There are analytical difficulties' with thiss® classi-
fication, but .it will' do to rake a point. .Compare Eden, 1968, and
GOodman, 1968:) (

In the sense, outlined, then, words are -"ambigumis" stimuli there
is no "natural" response to a wordr but there :is a "natural" response,
to a flaSh of light. One does not have to learn how -to' reSpond to
a:flash of light, for the response is part ol one's physical evid2wrnent.
But one does have to learn how to respond to a word: What happens
then when -sfdlled readers:-are required to read relatively ,unfamiliar
sequences of words? Obviously,. they haye more difficulty doing that
than reading rnorvfafniliar sequences, as the following illustrates.,

The subjects were French-English bilinguals (4). They revired
to read passages aloud in English, passagei inFrertch, and passages
in which words were mixed .haphazardly in the Wo' fanguages. When

.r.reading,French, the subjects used a,good French accent; and when reading
English, a good English: accent Their 'performance in reading the
combination the Matter of interest' here.. Matix: times the subjects
read English words aloud with a French: accent and French words with
an Entlish accent. American subjects sometimes: said "bloat"'for b/itek
pronounCed moats as the French *Ord 7-hot.r:and warden as "vahrdhan".

`Native s'Peakers of French, on the other hand, i;rotiounctd ?pirs as the

4

Figgie 2

Examples of Mixed Text

His: horse, folhAved de deux basSets, faltait. la terre resOnner under its
even 'tread.- Des goutteS: de verglaaStuCkIO his manteau. tine violente
brise was blowing: One side de l'horizon'lighted up, and darts la blanche&
of early morning light, it a percbt rabbits hopPing at the herd- de
lAtrsterrierS.: :

. Son Chevalcsuivi by' two hound.s i'en Marchatit d'un pas egal, made resound

the,earth.- Dreps :of ice se collaient a Son cloak. A .wind strong sOufilait:
Uli cote of -the horizon s' f.elaireit; et, in the whiteness -du cripusctde, he saw.
des lap:Ts sautillant au edge of their- burrows..
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English ,moors flanerie as the English flanaery, and garde , ;IS if it

were English., The point tb be made here is that the print d words
(themielve; did not convey any informaiion about how they sh uld be
pronlunted. These retults were not strictly a matter of, practice or of
liarning because in the cases cited , the subjects were_ mispronounping

words in their native language, not a foreign language) they mispro-
nounced the latter as well. Consider words with accent marks on /them.

NO truly :English words have accent marks. Wordi that appeared with,

accent marks in the experiment could ,only be French. Nevertheless,

'even accented words were mispronounced, native speakers of Frinch
. and ofEnglish sounding the words out as ,if they were English. Clearly,

reading is not a 'simple matte 0 of translating familiar visual graphemes,

into phonemes.
Tbere_ are two other Ildnds of "error", that the subjects made in

th0 experiment. When reading aloud,passages that were Oartly. in 'English

and partly in -French, the °subjects' often said e translation, of the
printed word. The printed word might have n. 'oporte" and the

subject said "door" or .vice Versa. pe sa migh ha been printed and
the subjects said "of his" or vice Arsa. e spo' eous -translations

. always preserved the meaning of what was being re:,., of course, but

they did not preserve the phoneme-grapheme corres ndenee. Indeed,
while "door". may be related to "-porte" etymologic , Grin' im's Law

of phoneme shift would aVe- to be in ed. to and a p oneme-grapheme
"Correspondence" betwee the two wor

The syntactic gran ements of .ds also .played a role in the
subjects' reading. The-T1 s used fb nstructirig.miXed passages created

. a number of instances in hich the haracteristio syntactic sequence of

words was violated: ,,in reading sequences such as une violente brise

and made lesound the earth the esubjects often "rectified " the sequence
by saying "une ,brise violente'. and:,"mack, the earth - resound." Here

again they' were' not being faithful to Alie.wOrds. As printed, but they

were being faithful to the messages-the words. conveyed:

As 'pointed out earlier, if theme were, not some, visual attention

c directed to the word as printed,--therewould be Very little correspond-

&Ice betWeen what Was- printed and what.- the subject said he had
,

read: Under . normal circumstances the carrespondence is, usually fairly

good. But cdrrespondenie betFeen what and-whit? Can 'subjects- after

reading-aPage- say- hOW,. many swords or sentebees there were, or how

many times, declarative -Or interrogative Sentence* \appeared? Can they
tell haw big the letters were or whit was the frequency with which

particular..letters or words appeared?. Can ihey;'say.....ho* many ,wOrds

were'- misspelled' or What' the first word: of .sticcesSive sentences .was? Ob-

viously ;the *Wet. .`-`no". to of these questions . foe:- conditions

of .normal leading. , Indeed, in' one' experiment': subjects rear'

passages whose..sentences were alternately in English a French (4).
a
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Subjects could ,alWays tell] what , the passage was. about--that is; what
message had beam conveyed---btit only, rarely could' they -say in which
language they had read ,a particular fact. Thus; the correspondence`
spoken of between what is writtem And what the gubjcet says he has
read is clearly. a semantic 4.1r infOrmational correspondence: By "cor-.
,respondence" isl. t that 'the% reader got the message; tisually he is
entirely indi fto ' tliae means iby which , he got it .Ths, message'
and the media& ase quite, differeiat aspects OE literacy. If . is corres-
pondence is viilhat iis. known as "reading for- !meaning ". and i the go

.

of stiecessful:,Teadfigg. is reading meaning, why,..must instr ction
reading elipitasiserlis. the- Itirit old', it does, a concern with v" ual
details and visual 7\

One ther set :,of afis is relevant to. the writer'g. ,obSerVations.
Some "- ople ,devekaP.- the Ability to read very rapidly often ho t
formal initrUction iiit. the skill. Recently, Taylor, _( 7) 'summarized a series.
of studies on iheepiimovements-of rapid readers; Llewellyn-Thomas (6) I

has provLded sornemAnnerical data.. Taylor's fuld'Ing was that no systema- .

tic pattern, eliaretelitzed the 'eye movements, ofTspeed readers. The same
people were variable fronivage to page, and: different people scanned
the same page in different. ways. Figure 3 shows the fixation loci of

n

Figure . 3

,
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i if 7/cr'y rapid' reader, froinle -tiltivemcnt data Laken Irony Llawellyn.!s

.: homafi Thisficader,' like m ,,st readers. fixt5d 'about ttireca tinges per.
.

fecdich-- Note that she' went doWn the...middre;., bf the -Teft-hand page
and tf:. the middle of the rigtethand page; with no fixation in the bottom

Illird of either page. Ori tithe' -pairs of Oges, her. eye movements were
different; Sometimes she had ,,,three or' four 'fixations in a particular
region of, a ^giyen page; sometimes she scanned baclyand forth between
the pagei, and so on. '4' . ... s-

4 t ,j_ 0 e ....,

---/-Tbe point to be made is that there is no necessary serial- sequence
to the rapid reader's scanning, of pages. Yet, by most kinds of objective
tests, he usually has a good' idea of what hehas read:. He has -*attained
an; information-transfer from thg printed, page to his own mind. It seems, Obrious-lh'at the tranFer htfs been effected . by the reader's Iltrinstrlicting

. .,, . ,

in hit Own mind a representation of ?hat he has beenireading about.
. 4'hiss representiktuln is thematic .or semantic or informationalno single

-word .exists to describe 1ttnd not literal. 'In effect the teader t s
himself-a story, one hased on clues hehas.bpicked up from this p'

:sea mg of the. array of printed Words. ' - 4
, li

%' t.ot all riaading needs.% to nor should it proceed kr this way. Much
readint. may,. 'hgwever. , The .Writer's sUggestion, tharefOre, is that the
teaching of, reacfing 'move -away somewhat froiri Ike. purely , viiu)-I- and
the purely ,geometric---.even from the , sjimbol-soM relations thi't are

. now being taught-7-am' emphasize somewhat more the clue-search and
t ' information-extractinecharactefistiet of raiding. This suggestion is by

, no means novel, but froth Htey's day` on ire seems to have been acted
op only intermittently, and then only balf.-heartedly. Instruction tends
to preserve the-kistOrical, sequenc . of literary development of a-system

i . for phonetic transcription. Ther is no reason in principle tha re-
quires, that the sequence of instruc n ollow_ the analytical, secuienc 'of
development' and discovery from lett and their sounds to words, t n
to phrases,/ and finally to tnezninak !' :

A; t. -A similar principle lotig oharactatized the teaching of .mathematics.. r
Students first learned iiithniefic_and4then__ algebra acid then geometry of

and then .-trigonOmetry and the'n analytical seonietry and then calculus
in its various aspects and then 'finally dame ,to modern .algebra and set 11.
theory.: The -sequence of instruction 'followed the. sequence of invention:
Modern [algebra! was 'at the apdx,;and modern algebra can* last. The

_r_evokfitht ini the: teachins 'Of Mathematics.'develOped by using the pihr-
.Ciples and discoveriei, of set,theori, and modein algebra to reformulate

ciPlei Sught -in the early stages; Ahe further_ change has been

menial seqi9Ence of p onetic transcnption actually vto ate& the lus-
of linguistic representation. ' Theoarlieses4- writing systems' were
"reseinatigial: the meaning, of _them m Ige was fairly clear to

recognize the objects .pictured. Nonrepresentational alphabetic
late invention (3, S),.

."
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to teach PrinCipies rather' than A= coMputaticinal techniqties. The
teaching of rbadittg has been ripe for a Similar "reyolution" foe' about
5(00 years, but it, still has not come to pass. A's ,fluey:_emphasized,-
reading l's, an inforniatiOn-gathering Activity principally. Would it not
be useful. to attempt its ,teaching in t terms and move a little
distance away from -the ".purely corn utaticinal" aspects of letter reeogni-

' i.tion and Phonics? Does the const ctive: process on which compre-
hension edOPtnds really require tedious &ill in such primitive elements
as le't ris, Sounds,, And words?

.. .
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The question that concerns me here is "What are the formal properties
of an optimal writing System lot a given language?" It will be assumed
that the optimal orthography of 'a language is the one that is most
readily learned and once learned it utilized with ,1116 feWest errots by
normal subjects.

The term orthography will be restricted to writing systems that rep-
resent utterances directly, and excluded specifically, will be.writing systems,
such as, those used in Mathematics or in chemistry which' represent the
meaning independently of the utterance. Thin, in 'chemistry the formula:
NAHCO8 stands interchangeably' for the utterances "bicarbonate of soda"

:---of-liediunibicarbonate," "soda," "baking soda," "nahcolite," and others.
the. writing systems,aIW"orthograjihies'-'-here,, such interchanges are

b ed. Different utterances like "bicarbonate of sOciirid-ti viodium;hi---
carbonate" must be repreiented by different sequence_ s of syni6ol.s. More-
over, it will also be rewired of orthographies that -they represent utter-
ances as sequences Of words, so that in an orthography. theviord must be
a specially coded, unit in the transcription. It is.b'bvious that:this:require:.
ment will exclude Cliemical'or ,mathematical fortmlae., I will not require,
on the other hand,- that orthograPhieS represent sounds directly. Thus,
various, types.' of lokographic'Ostems, such as the Egyptian hieroglyphs or
the Chineseicharacters, would,: be included as would,also various types of
commercial 'codes, where the user is supplied with a list, of words and
their code .equiVslents, which:are arbitrary letter sequences;

It is neinteresting fact that the Chinese; writing system is formally
quite similar=to these .conimercial codes used.in-telegraphic ,transmission.
Whereas in the `case of the commercial code a. word is represented by an
arbitrary:SeqUence of letters, in the Chinese writing system each word is
represented by.* characfer, whiCli is 'pothitig hut an. ssembly of strokes
that have to be-,wirittein- in a particular-order. The **bet: ot strokes is
quite limited. There are only about thirty distinct strokes; and while their
dispositio,n on paper with respect to the other strokes 'of the character ast

17
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well aCtheir size, is governed by strict rules; these rules provide no infor-
mation as far as distinguishing one character from another is concerned.
Once the sequence .of strokes is stated, the character is unambiguously
defined. This idea of characters as assemblies of strokes has been utilized
in de&gning a Chinese linotype machine.

This type of writing system has been discussed here because it brings
out rather clearly one of the problems that an optimal .orthography. must
solve. In order to transcribe a Chinese word, the writer must remember
the character; i.e., the sequence of strokes that represents the word. in ..
question. Since the strokes.are arbitrary symbols, the writer's or reader

o task is equivalent to that of a person trying to, remember telephone numu
bers. And since in order to read a news-paper tone needs to be able to
read seVeral thousand words, the person who vglights..to read a -Chinese
newspaper must have memorized several thousand arbitrary strolce se- *

quences. This task is roughly equivalent to qiernorizing, several thousqnd°
telephone numbers, something that is far from ,easy and in the case of
writing and reading, also quite unnecessary.

The reason that this burden on the memory is qtkite unnecessaQ is
that instead of representing words by arbitrary symbol sequtnce4. is s,
possible to represent 'words with the help of symbols, that are .related in
specific ways to the s
lying alphabetic and
that knowing a wo
its meaning. ,Hen
some Arbitrary s
writes =down the
which need not
alphabetic wri
person one
no need for

unds that compose the word. ;Phis is the idea and r-
sYllabic writing systeii; and it capithlizes on the fact

d usually Means kribing its pronunciation as well as
;.if one wants to tsyrittla word, instead( of writi4 down

quence Lof strokes which haiie to be memorized, one
sounds' that compose the word (or rather its signals)

eLinemorized. gspecially is they are already known. Titus "
og may be likeife.s1 to a telephone ,iystern- where to dial a
d.odly dial his name. CIearly in such tystem there is

phone books or for ineinorizing telepho)ie numbers, since a
person's-p/ e is his number.....And alphabetic orthotaphies are superior
to aphie ,orthographies precisely because. the); obviate the need for

. memorizing phone numbers,-as it %ivere. .

.1Vis necessary to note at the outset that-in. alphabetic Orthographies
the letters do not replesent thesminds made directly,. Rallierf.tliey, abstract

. from the sounds madeicestain properties and represent these alone, while
omittinrquite a number of Other' properties that-are Rresent in the sound.
Thus, for instance, the sOunds-represented by the. letter 1 in the utterances
my light-and Mite aveiagezor. dig/se voipresented' .the-letter-k in the ut-
terances niqk keys atiti,myskis are qiiite-different as anyone can easily
convince 14%.self, Hoyever, theseiliffereikes are not taken into account
in the ortbograph-Y;kor,, the gooci rep.s6ii that normally fluent. speakers of
Engliih'ire, not aware of the differences.: These differences. are due to
fhe fact that English .speakers-pappen to pronOunce the sounds 1 and k

II
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aiffer6ntly at the' beginning of the word than, \elsewhere. Since they alWays
do ;t, there is no need to be particularly co cious of the fact; it is just
,the wily things are done, and one does not be me aware of it until some
foroq, ner fails to make this 'subtle phonetic ,di tinction and pronounces

,light,With the same I as in mile, or vice versa. It is obvious that a practical
orthogrdphy has nothing to gain from taking account of differences of this

"1.sorti if it did, it would .deviate from optimality since it would .be harder
to master than an orthography that disregarded these distinctiO.

. It-is, therefore,- necessary to make rather explicit what the nature of
these distinetiOns is. I have noted above that English speakers pronounce
1'in-a way diffohnt at the beginning of the word from the way they pro:-
nounce it at the end of the word. This-means that :English speakers have
-.wine notion as.-to how the sound / is normally' to be pronounced; i.e.;
where one must place the tip of the tongue, how the margins of the tongue
are to 'he shaped, what position is to be -occupied by the body of the

y. tongue, hoW high the velum is to be raised, ete. Assunie that the normal 1" is that found in word initial position. It is thenneceSsary to assume fur-
ther that part of English speaker's,. knowledge of his language is that in,
Word final. position the instructions for making l are changed;. namely, the
body efahe, tongue must be drawn back towards the soft palate (or velum).
Ifone7thinkS of each letter as standing for the appropriate set of instruc-
tions to the vocalTract which _iffollowed,-Will-yield--tht
tioo.dr_that-soupdz-then one must also suppose that there are additional

-iiistructionilike the one just discussed, which one might ei:press. slightly
more formally with the help gf a 'rule such as ,(1) :

-(1) . /11 > 1+ back] in word final-position
^and similarly for the /k/:

(q) /k/ > [41° aspirated before stressed vowel not after /s/.
Since rules .(1),, and (2) are part and parcel of English speakers'

knowledge o; their language, there is not; much`. point in taking account of
theieconsequences directly in the orthography,' by introducing additional
letteri such as,,/ anal, for -example. :It is a faCt that all languages have
phonologiCal-Pales of the kind exemplified by (1) and (2), and it may
appear, therefore, that one might require:,that:

(3) Orthographies must contain no symbols that reflect the opera-
, tionOf plionologiCal ;

Whethar this *principle (3) actually provides 'one with :9ptirnal or-
thographiesjs!far from. obvious. It is, therefore, necessary to investigate
in some detail the implications of the principle.

Rules (1) and (2): were characterized by the fact that the new
"sounds, created by them are not otherwise found in English; i,e , rul (1)
and (2)",nre the sele source. of.lhese soundS in the language. 'IMs, is,
however; not the onlY.consecitience of the operation of Phonological rules;

al
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it is quite common for rules to transform one existing sound into another.
In English the sound /s/ is distinguished from /z/ as seen from these
examples:

(4), seal .. zeal searing zero
soon zoom said zed

sole zone
English, moreover, is subject to a rule that turns /s/ into /z/ in position
between vowels; e.g.,

(5) sign consign design
serve conserver
-sist persist

preserve
resist:

-sort consort -resort
insult result

/s/ (+ voiced) (i.e., /z/) /V---V.
To briefly digress here, aote that a word like conserve is made up

of the two subordinate elements con and serve. Such -units ate called
morphemes by linguists.. One finds thit some morphemes function as
words all by themselves: Mae are othert, however; that do function

so. Thug; for instance, the morpheme serve functions both as a word
and as a constituent of a word, whereas the morpheme sist of resist and
consist functions, only as a, constituent of a word. Rule (5), therefore,
says that the same.. .morpheme will appear in two shapes, one beginning
with /s/ and the 'Other beginning with /z/. One is thus Jed to the Con-.
elusion : that although seal and zeaf.are distinct. Morphemes in English,
/sayn4-and /zayn/ (as, in consign and resign, respectively,) are not dis-

, tincl morphemes
'These facts are of obvious interest tO.the designer of an orthography.

It is clear that seal and zeal must be distinguished in the orthography;
should /saynt and /zayn/"be similarly, distinguished? If one adopts the
principle that phonetic features ,PrOvided by; phonological rules are not to

be reflected in the ortiogiaPhy, then one must spell both /'says/ and
/zayn/ with s.

One must now ask whether this is the correct decision' in the sense.

) that an orthography spella s. in both words will:be more 'readily
mastered than an orthography which spells vs in consign and z in design.
This is clearly an empirical question, Mr which, UnfortnnatelY, one pos-

sesses no relevant experimental data. It is not lmown whether. principle
(3) is validor whether it should be mOdifled. SinCe it is difficult to have
a cleat picture of the factOrs that.might have bearing on this question, I
exaMine beloW° a numher of idditionat cases where the same or-a Similar,'
problem arises. It is hoped: that ,theie eiamples' suggest ideas. on
what type of exPerirnent*puld inost.readily shed light on this question.

Like'the sound /z/, the sound /st is, under eertain.eonditions,
outcome, of the operation of rules like the One just discussul. ~Unlike the
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case just discussed, these derivative -is/ pose rather complex problems
fOr a rational orthography.

The most obvious source of derivative /s/ is the sequence /ss /.
Thus, for instance, the prefix dis as in disturb (cf. perturL') or discover.
(cf. recover) may also appear with- verbs beginning with /s/. Recall that
rule () applies only to a single /s,/; hence, those double /ss/ are not
voiced:

(6) discover (recover) disturb (perturb)
dissent resent dissemble resemble

Except for not being subject to rule (5), the double /ss/ in dissent or
dissemble is prc.mounced exactly like the single /s/ in such words as sent
or semblance and is differentiated -from such double /ss/ sequences as
"the less said" or "inisspeit." The language has therefore the rule:

(7) /ss/ /s/ within simple words..
Observe that in this case traditional orthographirconforms to principle (3)
and takes no special account of the simplification of double /ss/ se-
qiences. -The orthography stulates that dissent, dissemble, and hosts of
other words are spelled wi double s. r

A totally different so rde of derivative /s/ sounds is the /k/ sound,
which in position before / is replaced by /s/.

(8) electric electricity
vocal vociferous
medical medicine

i except in certain morphemes.
This rule, however, dOes not apply to all morphemei of the language
e.g:, king, etc.but only to the so-called Romance part. of tilt" vo-
cabulary. To reflect this. fact ii the orthography; the letters c 'or k are
used, with k representing those /k/ sounds that are exceptions to rule
(8); and c representing the /k/ sounds elsewhere. Note that-, since k is
basically an exception marker, its appearance :before' vowels other. than
i or e strikes the "English reader as quite strirge. Thht words such as
koala, kangaro9 (or kola- kool, korn, those- .horrors faVored by admen)
present a strange, appearahce orthographically:. ',.

Incidentally the lettere-ha§ yet a fhrther funFtionin- the orthography.
It indicates that the /s/. sounds. deriving from /k( differ from primary /s/
sounds in that they are not subject- t.O. the voicing rule (5). Thus, one
obtains i

(9.) conceir deceive (cf. conserve deserve)
concede recede (cecortsent resent)

,

This fact is-. quite elegatiflY accounted for by.using the letter In its
utilizatichi of the letter c, English spellin4 eonfOrmaftet principle (3). The ,4

same retter'c represtnts the soundi7k/ and is/ -since the -changC of-
to /s/ is, the .result plionblogical rules and according to principle (3)
wouliknotFbe-retie:46d in the Orthography.
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Principle (3) assures that each morpheme will have only a single
spelling regardless of how many distinct pronunciations the morpheme
may have in different contexts. However, this fact need not be of great
value to the user of the orthography, who quite conceivably might find it
easier to master the orthographies where sounds determine much more
directly the spelling of particular morphemes in particular contexts. A
difficulty that is inherent in utilizing an orthography that ,is subject to

-principle (3) is illustrated 1-y the morpheme cert as in concert. This'
morpheme appears only in this word; hence there is no way to tell whether
it should be spelled with c or with s. Whatever decision the designers of
the orthography make, it cannot fail to be Arbitrary and consequently
would have to be memorized by the user of the orthography. (There is
the 'possibility of freely allowing alternative 'spelling for some words, but
as this possibility has not been seriously considered by those who devise
orthographies, it shall not be discussed here.) It is necessary to inquire
whether difficulties of the sort just outlined, which stem directly from the
attempt to conform the principle (3), are more serious than the incon-
venience that Would result if principle (3) wer e-/abandoned. The next
examvle might shed some light on this point.

A third source of derivative /s/ is, /t,4, as seen from such examp!es as
(10) democrat democracy

diplomat diplomacy
hypocrite hypocrisy
transparent transparency
illiterate illiteracy
idiot

.
idiocy

English is also subject to the rule-that
(11) t --> x / i only before certain affixes.

e, The -I- in the rule is supposed to indicate that the spirantization
takes place only if the /i/ belongs to a distinct morpheme. No spirantiza-
tion takes place before i of the same morpheme as shown:,

(12) patio Antioch Pontiac . piteous
. 1oya1:1-tY special+ty,

Moreaver,°rule (11) does not apply before affixes such as-ing in acting;
the adjective forming affix y as in witty; nor the affix. ity as in chastity,
identity. Before' these neutral affixes, rule (8) does not -apply either; cf.,

taking, lucky.
Rule (14) raises problems for the orthography that are, quite similar

to those raised by rule (8): It is possible to introduce a hyphen in the
orthography and thus 'distinguish those. words, where /t/ f/s/, e.g., t(
idiot+y, froth those where /t/ remains unchanged,' ag.; loyalifty. For
some reason the.'designers of EnglisIF spelling did not use this teVice. In-
stead- they chose to represent those derivative /s/ with th letter c,
thereby violating principle_ (3). Theradvantage of this symbolization is
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that like the Is/ deriving from './k/, the /s/ deriving from /t/ is not
subject to the intervocalic voicing rule (5). Whether those theoretically
quite different decisions concerning the orthography have consequences
insofar as the ease with which the respective spellings are mastered is not
known to me, and I would be unable to guess'at the results.

The final rule to be considered here is the rule that turns Is/ ---> /17.
Examples of this rule are

(13) suppress suppression transgress transgression
confess confession

Like rule (12), this rule requires that a morpheme boundary inter-
vene between the /s/ and the following vowel. When there is no bound-
ary, the process does not take place:

(14) potassium intelligentsia
The rule must, therefore,'read

(15) Is/ --> / -1- i V where V "tands for a vowel
and where certain other phonetic conditions have to be met.

As the rule is stated here the examples in (13) are not fully ac-
counted for. In the pronunciation of words such as suppression there is
no trace of an /1/ following the /s/ sound. That the ion suffix has an /i/
actually present can be seen from such examples as oblivion, Tampion,
and criterion- We shall, therefore, assume that after /g/ the /i/ is de-
leted by a special rule which, incidentally, does not apply generally but
only if certain accentual conditions are met. As a result, pairs such as
these are obtained:

(16) partial partiality initial initiate
As already anticipated in the example'-in' (16), rule (15) applies to-zit
/s/, regardless of their source. It differs thus from rule (5) which, as
will be recalled, applied only to primary /s/ but. did not affect the de-
rivative /s/ resulting from the operation of rules (8) and (11). The
general applicability of rule. (15) is shown by .examples such as

(17) electrician partial
. artificial (cf. artifact) presidential

crucial (cf. crux) - prohibition
suspicious (suspect) permission'
optician potentiality

Thus again one hat 'a case where a given sound has a multiplicity of
sources and where, therefore, the .designer, of the orthography is faced
with a problem of particular difficulty. '-In the case of deriVative /s/,
English orthography again- conforms basically to principle (3) and, as. a
result, thcsOund /g/ is represented as ss, 1, and c. On first sight: it might
appear. that this lack of uniformity in the application & nonappliCation .of
principle (3) is the:caUse for thi well-known: difficulty-of atglish orthog-
raphy. think, hOweyer, that this may Well be a hasty ConclUsion and that
there may be interesting limitations on the' validity Of principle (3).
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It seems plausible that in cases such as those created by rule (8),
where the, appearance of one or another variant of the morpheme is de-
termined entirely by adjacent sounds or word boundaries, a better or-
thography would result if principle (3) were maintained than if it were
violated. Also in cases of this sort the relationship between the primary
and the derived forms is so- obvious to the naive native speaker that any
violation of principle (3) is quite unintuitive. . Thus, it would seem that
it would increase the difficulty of the German orthography if the present
tense paradigm of a verb, such as loben, were spelled in conformity with
the 'pronunciation but in violation of principle (3) ag shown below

(18) ich lobe wit lob-en
- du Iop-st ihr lop-t

er lop-t sie lob-en
On the other hand, where the operation of a rule is determined by
boundaries other than word boundary or where the conditioning context
cannot be read off directly from the orthographic representation, it would
appear that violations of principle (3) resift in a more optimal, rather
than less optimal, orthography. Thus, for example, I think that umlauted
vowels in such German adjectives as miandliCh (cf. Mund), rotlich (cf.
rot), mdnnlich (cf. Mann) should probably be indicated in the qrthov
raphy by special symbols even though this procedure violates principle (3).

Needless to say, these are speculations based on nothing more solid
than some unsystematic observations on the problems at different or-
thographies seem to pose for theifusers. It would be interesting to know
to what extent these guessei are correct. But this information will come
only from experimental studies with different types of orthographies. If
this discussion ultimately leads to experimental studies along the lines
sketched, its main purpose will have been fully accomplished.
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Words and MOrpheivies in Reading

KENNETH S. GOODMAN
Wayne State University
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As written language developed and the alphabetic- principle evolved,
graphic displays shifted from direct representation of meaning to rep-
resentation of oral language. Letter sequences were designed to repre-
sent sound sequences. Much later, the device of using. extra space at
appropriate intervals in written language to create segmental units was
'introduced, and the already existent term word was applied to these
units (5). Like spelling 'patterns, word boundaries stabilized and coitven-
tions grew up which were, in fact, much more resistent to change
than comparable phenomena in oral language. As language analysis
developed, particularly in the form of dictionary making, written language
and not oral language became its vehicle. The word was indeed a
useful unit. tIts range of meanings could be recorded; its grammrsical
functions listed; and its relationships to other words induced. Just
as spelling was intended to reflect phonology, so ,written words were
intended to correspond to actual segments of speech. (even the. term
"parts of speech" suggests this). But, initial inadequacies in understanding
and transcribing the segmental units of oral language created a gap.
As the word concept in written language, codified; and oral language
continued to change, the lack of fit between oral and written language
on glis segmental level widened.

When linguists hegan to study segmental unite of speech, they
found the need 19r a new term/ morpheme, to describe these units.
Words; those conventional units of written language separated by white
space, do ,not really *exist in speech. The .word has 'become a unit
of written language.

A
All -this of course would be of only academic interest, if it were

not that: Much of the research on language and the teaching of language
have been based on the-assumption that Words, are natural units of
language and that words in print correspond to words in speech. In
reading in particular, the focus on words has grown in great part from

25
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the mistaken assumption that they are the gestalts of language. Thus.
when Gray and others recognized that reading instruction had to deal
with something more than, matching letters and sounds,. they moved
to word focus. They took for granted that words were perceptible
units even to beginning readers. Reading came to be closely tied to
the acquisition of an expprWink sight vocabulary, a repertoire of learned
wholes. Though this sitromary is, an oversimplification of what its ..

detractors called the look-say approach to reading, the best -proof of
how word centered it was is in the evidence from research: in reading
tests based on this approach, simple word-recognition tests correlate
quite highly with total scores. Such correlations have been interpreted
as proving the validity of word-recpgnition foeui in reading, instruction;
but on the contrary, all that They prove is that children tend to learn
what they are taught/ Ironically, if one tests the . ability to recognize
words as evidenced by one's ability to match their printed form with
an oral equivalent, children given phonics training tend to do somewhat
better than their sight-word- peers in the stages when the repertoires cf
the latter. group all limited. Chall and others have taken this matter
as evidence that monies, as such, is a necessary foundation for- early
reading instruction. If one could equate language with words and reading
were -only a matter of finding the oral equivalent for the written forM,
.then perhaps this conclusion would be true. The question would. be

( simply whether to use a method in which words were taught and the
phonic relationships induced or discovered by the learners (word centered)
of a method in which phonic rplationships were taught and words were
acquired, throtigh phonic atta6ks (phonics centered). In her recent
comparison of studies of reading methods Chall used seven basic cri-
teria (2). Four of them involved word recognition in some sense: one \
is letter-sound correspondences, one involved speed; and only one in-
volved comprehensim. The bbvious focus was on the word. as an end
in itself. Thus "the great- debate" is caught 'within the confines of
the word. If one could clarify the relationships of words, to' written
language and to comparable (but not corresponding) units I

language, one might not only shed light on the ptionies-Wor contr
virsy but perhaps demonstrate that the debate is quite o soletea
relic of the history of reading instruction.

Modern insight into the relationships betwein oral and written
English on the letter -sound level has. already shown that these relgion-
ships ..are much more complex *an letters having sounds, letters rep-
resenting sounds, or phonemes corresponding ,to' graphemes. This corn-7
plexity is not simp/y a . case of 'regularities and irregularities has
been commonly assumed even by many linguists who have turned their...,

thattention to reading. What appears as irregularity, to the casual o rver
results actually from the different ways that phonemes. (oral symbols)
relate to oral language and graphemes (written symbols) relate to

.., ,
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written langauge. As Venezky has indicated, one finds regularity if
Symbols are treated as part of separate systems, each with a set of
rules governing their' patterning (8)_ The relationships are between these
patterned systems rather than between the unitary symbols themselves.
Thus the common- sound in church, situation, and watch' is irregularly
represented if one unit of .speech Is matched to one of writing; but
it is quite regularly represented if patterns are matched with patterns.
Phonics, then, must be more broadly redefined if it is to have any
meaning at all. One must see it as the complex set of relationships
between the phonological system of oral language and the graphic
system of written language. Such a defibition will also help show that
variations in the phonological system among dialects of English are
accompanied by variations in -the phonics relationships- since the graphic
system tends to be stable across dialects.

Words and morphemes must be viewed also as segmental units
which relate through rules to the patterned systems of which they are
a part. Both words and morphemes tend to acquire in one's mind
a reality they d net quite deserve because of their apparent stability
in a variety of linguistic settings. Instead of regarding them as useful
constructs for dividing longer units of language .(sentences, utterances,
sequences of discourse) into segmental units, one begins to regard the
longer units as accumulations of words or morphemes.

In actuality, of course, these molecular segments have, no existence
apart from language structures. What is called their meaning is in
reality the portion of the meaning of a larger unit that may be assigned
to one segment. What is written in dictionaries is the range of possible
meanings assignable to a Offen word in the sentences in which it may occur.
As many entries for a word are made in the dictionary as there are ranges
of meaning for the word. The meaning of a sentence depends on the words
or morphemes that compose it, but it is always more than the sum of their
meanings. Similarly, one may speak of the grammatical functions of words
or morphemes, but these are only the portions of the syntax of a sentence
assignable to the segmental. unit.

In Chomsky's view the syntactic 'component of language begins
with -a base 'consisting Of context free rules which lunation' "to define
a certain system of grammatical relations that determine semantic inter-
pretation and to' specify an abstract underlying order of elements that
makes Bible the functioning of the transfornunional rules" (3).

end of the generative process results in choice of Specific forms
of spec' e morphemes in specific sequences that fulfill the grammer-
meanin honology constraints that have been imposed by the rules.

Her 'I a simple 'dis arse that illustrates how this worts:
Mothe Miry, 'Will u: ask Jimmy to hang up 41is jacket?
Mary: ey -Jim, bang our stuff up.
Jim: I d.

I
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Here each speaketwis conveying essentially the sac information
concerning the hanging up of the jacket. The situation in which the
discourse is occurring and its sequence evoke a set of rules that result
in varying actual utterances. Jim, in fact, need only use a pronoun
and a pro-verb to represent the entire sequence: Jim lung up his
jacket. He was:able to communicate his response effectively without
resorting to meaningful terms. Literally he cites an underlying gram-
matical pattern in the semantic context of discourse. Alternate responses
could have been similarly communicated: Yes, 1 will; No, I won't;
I don't have to (pronounced ha /ta).. The latter could chat the following
repartee:

Mary: You got to (gotta).
Jim: I don't either.
Mary: You do, too.
Jim: Why?
Mary: Mom said so.

Only in the last does one get any new meaningful element and, even
there, so represents that James should hang up his jacket.

It would serve no useful function to describe in detail the sequence
of rules required to produce these utterances, The important poillt is
that languagepot words or morphemeiin its ordered. flow' is the
medium of communication.

In receptive phases of language, reading, and listening, one works
backward from the surface structure, first deriving the rules and sub-
sequently, the deep structure. But one cannot and does not treat words
in print pr morphemes in speech as independent entities. One must
discover the grammatical relations in order to determine the semantic
interpretation.

Educated, literate speakers of language have learned to think of
words as self-evident entities and to impose the characteristics of written
words on oral langitage. Their perception of language is influenced,
but this supposition should not be confused with reality.

The remainder of this 'paper will explore morphemes and words
as segmental units, the lack of one-to-one correspondence between them,
and the implications for reading instruction..

Morphemes, Oral* Language Molecules ^11

Like the molecule, the morpheme is the smallest segment which
has all the basic characteristics of the larger system. The morpheme's
capability of carrying syntactic and/or semantic information distinguishes
it from smaller segmental units, phonemes; that must be integrated into
morphemes before they can really be considered linguistic units (actu-
ally a few morphemes are only one phoneme long)..*
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It is useful to teat - morpheme's as being divided into two clas-
ses, free and bound. Free morphemes occur in a variety . of settings
with relative freedom from accompaniment of other specific morphemes.
Bound morphemes occur in more limited settings and always "in precise
relationihip to another relatively limited set of morphemes, usually free
morpherneF.

,... ..
In walked, walk is a free morpheme and ed is a bound morpheme;

one -of a small !lumber of bound momhernes in English that carry
primarily grammatical information. The bound morpheme ed always
occurs as a suffix of certain verbs. it has three basic variants (allo-
moi-phs); they occur in complementary distribution with the choice
made on phonological grounds; ihe final consonant in the base determines
the particular allomorph. This type of inflectional suffix is a remnant
of what was once a more general aspect of English grammer.

Other bound morphemes serve derivational functions and carry more
semantic information. The er in worker makes a noun of the verb
work and adds the someone who meaning. Other bound morphemes
take the form of semantic prefixes. The problem with these is that
they range from old, dead Latin bound morphemes to current, more-
alive ones. The dead fortis have lost their ability to combine freely
with all appropriate morphemes. In a sense, they have lost their sep-
arateness. In verb formationi, English speakers seem to prefer to use
common verbs with particles to produte discontinuous verbs rather than
to use older forms with prefixes. One does not disse ; one curs up.%
One would rather eat up than conswne It's easier to ear down than
demolish. Or at least it seems easier because this verb- rticle system
is a live one that can:,,be used, fliixibly to handle meanings. There is
even a trend toward redundancy in English, that of supplying another

*carrier of the same meaning as the prefix. Thus, one says ca e
with, reflect back, attach to, enter into, descend from eject rom,
provide for, submerge under. The bases to which prefixes attar are
frequently not free- English morphemes but old Latin ones which only
occur in such combinations and hence must . be regarded as bound
morphemes. Mei-pelves. In a, sequence, like cbmbinations one can
find five morphemes but no free morphemes.

The degree!lat particular bound nrrphemes will be apparent seg-
mental units to any given speaker of the language and the degree that
he wilt be able to separate a given bound Morpheme from 'a base form
are variable. /Most '''speakers treat such words as descend les single
units.

Intonation, particularly relative stress, is very much involved in
relatingsmorphemes and influences some phonological options.-Verb-noun
pairs such as yroduee/prOducef contraet/cOntract, recofd/record are
examples of...how the relationship between morphemes produced by in-
tonatiat affects meaning. In the sentence. "All blackboards aren't black
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boards," one can distinguish, by the relative stress, boards that are
black from those that are for use with chalk. The closer relationship
between, the.. two morphemes' in blackboard than in black board results
in what one has called compoimds (two free morphemes united). And,,
of coutse, that relationship is represented in print by an absence of
white space or a hyphen in place of the while space. But neither
device consistently represents this compounding. Blood test is a com-
pound, but it is not joined when- used as a noun (He took a blOod
test) and hyphenated when used as a verb (We bloodtested our chicks).
Consider eye dpctor; eyebrnw," eyelid, eye-catching. All have the stress
pattern of compounds. The *conventions of print do not directly cor-
respbnd to the intonational devices of oral language.

One phase of intonation used to relate morphemes more or less
closely is juncture; the lingth of pause between morphemes can be varied.
Nitrate . has a different kind of juncture than night rate. However,
these junctures area only relatively different, and in the %a* of speech
it is often quite difficalt to discern any difference. A speaker can,
of course, intentionally exaggerate the juncture to be sure ambiguity
is avoided: But is a certain tooth paste proved effective or proved
defective?

What further complicates things is that morphophonemic rules cut
across morpheme boundaries in the flow of. speech. The same rule
that operates in situation applies .to can't you (cancha). We find
education and don't you (doncha). Certain sequences involving these
morphophonemic rules are so common that their constituents apparently
are not diitinguished by young speakers. Have to °Wu), going to
(gonna), with than (witlfm), with him (*ideal), must have (alust'v),'
should have (shouldev) are examples/Only the meager set of contractions
recognized in print represent this l*henomenon, and even those are avoided
in some situatizas. In contractions, one unit in speech is represented by
two in print. The resulting, problems affect both reading and spelling. The
problem does not confine itself to children. Adults often have diffitay
distinguishing segmental units in idjomatic or archaic. expressions. Recently
an undergraduate used this spelling in a Paper:.. anptherwards (in other
words). Teachers are .quite familiar with what happens when children are
asked to write the pledge to the flag or the national anthem. The writer
must confess for tunny years he was saying** the visib

Jones has indicated that the difficulty in d fining junctures is
not confined to the uninitiated. Phoneticians employ in h coach
study frequently could not find expected differences pause length.
Prepositions and articles, on .the hasis of their limited privilege of
occurrence and the junctures which separated them, from the next mor-
pheme; behaved very much like prefixes (6).

Any one can confirm the difficulty of using purely intonational
cues in Segmenting the flow of speech into free and bound morphemes
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by listening to a brief statement in
a speaker ,of the language.

nfamiliar language and trying
to guess how many units are heard

Native speakers do, of course, bring their user's knowledge of the
language to bear on the same task. Stable units are perteived by them
as segments of wholes.

Recent research on. child language development has demonstrated
that children at early ages do produce language that can be segmented
into morphemes (7). Berko has also demonstrated that children trive
mastered rules relating to inflectional suffixes, a's'idemonstratid by their
ability to pl-oduce the expected allomorph for nonsense bases she sup-
plied (1) . It is ogvious that parallel to their mastery of gr4mmitical
and phonological rules, children are also acquiring a sense of language
units. Parents are well adare of a stage when selecting a unit
from language they have heard, begin to ask such questions as "What
does mean?" Some of the funny-sounding language children
produce nsists of unsuccessful efforts at ,interchanging units that are
assumed be equivalent .py the child. It must be reiterated, however,
that , n speak in language, not words, and that the sense of
morphemes does not precede their use of sentences. The whole is not
a combining of parts; the part is differentiated out of the whole.

*Words, Written Language Molecule;
Words, unlike tn. 4-, are very easy to identify as units.

One can pick up a written in an unfamiliar language that em-
ploys words as graphic units, and easily count the number bf words.
In producing written language, identifying word units creat%s a more
difficult problem; ultimately the producer of written language must re-
member what is and what is not a word.

To the literate, words are familiar units in language sequences
)and in nonlinguistic settings. Words occur in lists and dictionaries,

in fact, anywhere that, one chooses to put them. Of course, one can
recite a list of morphemes, too. But that is not very common. Again
the trouble is that words are not the realltntities that they appear to be.
They retain their physical appearance in isolation, but. they lose gntich

' of their semantic and syntactic quality as language units. A list of
five words is not at all comparable to a five-word sentence. This
confirsion of words as entities an as units of written language has been
evident in a great dial of re and practice. It has also
been evident in much of the re ch on so-called verbal learning.
Sometimes such research has even alt with lists of word-like nonsense,
assuming that the ability to deal with such nonsense could be directly
interpreted as language ability. (The pun is intended.)

(On=to -Oqe Relations fps
In the previous' sections, some aspects of the lack of correspond-

ence between words and morphemes have been pointed out. Problems

.et""'"'
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with compounds, affixei, and intonation were discussed. the illusion of
a one-to-one correspondence between oral language . units and written
language units appears to stern from the treatment of words as entities.
The oral name for the written word (in isolation from languige) is ,

assumed to be a unit of oral language.
In a sentence suds as the following, this illusion -of one -to. pee

correspondence is illustrated: -Pm going, to have to find. Q way to get
away tomorrow. One word away and two words a way sodnd very much
the same. Morphophonemic rules cut across morpheme boundrtes in
going to, have to, and to ger. Tlte -literate reader is not bothered
by this lack of dose correspondence; in fact, he will, in general, not
be aware of it. For' him the illusion is complete; be - thinks that he
reads every word, one at a time.

But for orte learning to read, this lack of correspondence will

cause problems. If be matches oral names with graphic word shapes,
he becomes a word caller and may lose the meaning. He is dealing
with print arranged in words, but he must make 'his associations on
higher languagelevels if he is to comprehend

Words in Rewiring
It is no great revelation rik.first grade teachers that childrin fre-

quently do not have any idea what words are. Perhaps what has been
said here will begin to explain why they do not. The inplications of
this understanding should lead in two directions: 1) less word-center-
edness in reading materials and idstructio n and 2) more careful develop-
ment of word sense in beginners where it Is necessary and possible.

- Several simple steps can help to move the teaching .,of reading
away from word foal's. Essentially they involve shifting focus to com-
prehension; the goal of reading instruction becomes more effective
reading for more copiplete comprehensiOn. Instead of word attack
skills, sight vocabularies, and _word perception, the program must be
designed to build *comprehension strategies. The presentation of words
in isolation should be avoided wherever posaible. Words are harder to
read in isolation than in context, and the isolation of words makes
them ends in themselves (4). children learning to read should see words
always as units of largpr, meaningful units. In that way they can
use the correspondences between oral and written English withio the
semantic and syntactic, contexts. As childten induce these correspon-
ences, they will develop the*strategies for using them .in actual reading.
They will be spaml the need. for transferring the correspondences from
nonreading to reading.

As proficiency develops in reading, silent reading shoul4 predom-
inate so that written language will become parallel to oral language?'
the child will then learn to go from print directly to meaning with
no nerd to resort to oral language. -

7?
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The development of word sense is something which must bei nur-
tured as reading progresses. Children will differentiate words Irons graphic
language wholes just as they haie learned to differentiate morphemes
in oral language. First, a _learner knows a graphic nentence; then, he
knows fawiliar words in new sentences; finally, he knows iwords any-
where, incliading lists- Tea-whet? can assist clnidrai by helping them to
see phrases as subdivisions or sentences and worth as recurrent ele-
ments within than. .

i 'Word meanings are also differentiated out of varied contents.
As the reader meets a word in carious he begins to form an
id= of the part of the meaning assignab to that word. He then
tests his definition in subsequent encounters. A dictionary can confirm
his definition or sharpen it, t it cannot supply a definition. i:
Coned

There will always be some problems in learning to read that
result . from the lack of close correspondence befween the units of oral
and written language. Instruction based on an understanding, of LIng-
guage and language units can help to minimize these problems.
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Some Language and Cultural
Differences in a Theory_ of Reading

ROGER W. Snuv
Center for Applied Linguistics

Two basic areas in which linguistic research can help children' with
reading disabilities caused by behavioral mismatch with language phe-
nomena as the focal point will be outlined in this papa. Of the
many areas of behavioral mismatch of materials to the duld's culture,
this study will focus on two quite different dimensions, one having to
do with his cultural environment and the other dealing with the way
he proceeds to learn language symbolization. The former might be
called positional; the latter, processive.

-Morton Wiener and Ward,Cromer (5), in their article, "Reading and
Reading _Difficulty: A Czpreal Analysis," describe four different
assumptions which are -used to .explain what is meant by the term
"rearing difficulty." Each assumption implies a kind of built-in model
of remediation. Some researchers, for example, assume that reading
difficulty involves a kind of malfUnction, usually of the sensory-physio-
logical type: Other investigators feel that "reading difficulty" involves

deficiency of some sort which must be supplied before adequate
reading can take place. Still others attribute . "reading difficulty" to
certain things (bad method, anxiety, etc.) which are present but inter-
feriog and which must be removed before good reading can take place.
A fourth approach to "reading difficulty" is one in vvhich the researchers
assume that the child would read adequately IT the material and Method
wte consistent with his behavior patterns: They believe that the Mader
having difficulty is not necessarily defective physiologically. He does not
Ifok'something and he has tto particular outside disruptive interference.
His '-cultural operative system is fimply different from that of the read-

ing: instruction, investigators who work under this assumption believe
'that in order to make the child read, either the material or the be-
havior pattern must be changed.

. . 34Or
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The abyimally slow proceis in 'the cross fertilization of the disci-
plines which are legitimately involved in the teaching of reading is
a ease in point. For several years now, it has been rightly assumed
that linguistics has a major .contribution to make to reading research.
However, several situations have 7militated against such cross fertilization,
For one thing, linguists are few in number and confronted with thousands
Of tasks. it is seldom difficult," for example, for a graduate student
in linguistics to find. W. thesis topic. There are any number 'of things
to do in linguistic theory and grammes writing, to say nothing of the
many hyphenated disciplines, such *as psycholinjuistics and sociolin-

zuiStics, .which have made recent though impressive appeWrances. With
all of this theoretical, descriptive,' and -relational work to do, applied
linguistics'` does not hold high, priority for the current generation of
linguists. It the reason for this were simply that sound applications-
cannot '1). made until more adequate theory and description's are avail-
able, there would be little to complain about. There is some reason to
suspect, however, that the failure of linguists to concern themselves
about_ _th ---variblis implications of their discipline to pedagogy stems

y from the . kind of academic snobbery that is predictable when
a discipline is in the .catbird seat. But for whatever reason, the ap.:7.

plication. of linguistic knowledge to reading and language arts has been
somethin less than satisfactory: A willing,,,but linguistically unsophis-
ticated educator is frequently at a loss. to- learn enough linguistics to
help him with his tasks because tha.-,style of thinking and writing in
linguistics is as in-groUp oriented as any !field, in the curriculum.'- An

educator. who reads 'a linguistics textbook :will probably have to slow
down considerably and, . even then, he will make errors and comprehend
less than linguist&

consider the educator's "reading difficulty" for a . moment in light
of the -Wiener-Cromer taxongMy of'' research assumptions. One would
be hard pressed to show that educators' have sensory or physiological
defects. They do not ladk. some -.function ,necesiary to the reading pro-
cess. isior. Can one casually observe that an entire discipline is made
.up of .scholars who have intrapsychic conflicts:',. Their reading difficulty
stems, raiher, to stem from- a cultursal.-difference. 'characterized by a
different view- Of hfe's 'probleins, different ,Style':, ofself-presentation,
.andadifferent orientation to, tile writteh ogo..

The "educator's ;'"reading problem:". might .easily _ be:; compared, .to
that of a*child frdin'a culturt Whicli);is some way alien to the school

.:processes. (it must .be realird, thdi,, the. 'educator's- reading
problem does. not stein. from -,a different' grammatical, system as does the
difficulty of ,the child:) :-The systematic Istudy of such ciiltiiral
differences has ,riot .'yet .-beeir completed, but, _t are several aspects
of :it-which are clear- even at thisi,earlk Stage. -.,TWo. dimensions' of the
problem: have ,already. been labial positional. . and ,PfrOc essive. There: _are
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undoubtedly many other aspects of the taxonomy and many other
= examples of their membership. The following are meant to he illus-

trative rather than extaiistive.

,The Positional: Dimension
.

In the past years linguists have been working diligently in different
parts of the_country, to define the exact linguistic features which charac-
terize peoples of different social status. The work of the Linguistic
Atlas of the United States and Canada, begun in the thirties, made
some 'crude attempts at obtaining socially, interesting information along
with invaluable data which revealed important historical and geograph
ical insights. The rise of interest in urban problems in the sixti
hOwever, has called . for an entirely new strategy. As the interest of
linguists shifted from historical and geographical concerns to synch me
social matters, it became increasingly difficult to hang onto older ways
of operating. Linguists learned more about sampling design, abo data-
gathering teehniques, about analytical procedures, about mecha ical

:formation retrieval, about statistics, and about social stratification. Major
linguistic research in urban areas has been 'conducted recently in New
York, Chicago, Detroit, and Washington, D.C. These research projects
are just beginning to bear fruit to the educators.

The Sociolinguistics Program of the Center for Applied Linguistics
in Washington, D.C, ,which now houses both-the Washington; D.C.,;:and
Detroit research projects, will be the source o_ f remarks about cultural

Arposition as a feature of reading difficulty.
Many linguists, although by no means in . total agreement as to the

extent of the cultural contrast Or\ as tgl- its -origins, have been describing
and analyzing the systematic language/differences betWeen social_ classes
in America with a ..particular foCiis on 'Urban poor Negroes; Puerta-,
Ricans and immigrants from im verished rural areas. How \ linguists
have chosen to accomplish this fo us varies from project to \ project,

_but two major contrasts are apparent One grnup feels that the proper
way to study Negro speech is to study only the speech of urban' poor
Negroes". In, contrast, the other group feels that in order' to study Negro
speech one must, study the speech of Negrdes of all social classes as
well as Caucasians of all social Classes \ In doing so, the latter group
can be accused of spending undue time and attention -on the nontarget -
audience, In reply, they =assert that it is \ dangerOus to ,talk about \the
speech of any group without carefully identifying it and without seeing it
in relation to Wive contiguous social groups:

=

The SociOlingiiistics' Program at the. Center for Applied Linguistics
.clearly.fOeuses on the --urban' Negro, since research shows' this group
to.. be high in the drdpout rate and :low in reading proficiency\

rrent research projects inelude studies, of, linguistic correlates up-V
iimtobility among urban/ Negroes; Various studies of social strati-1
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fication as . revealed through grammar and phonology, language attitude
stud4es, linguistic age grading; culture studies, and the preparation of
clan materials which stet% from the basic research conducted in the

. program. Throughout the research, however, it should be clear that one
is not dealing with sensory-physiological defects or .disruptiv-- psycho-
logical conflicts.

Nor is one involved in the study of phonetic or grammatical
"deficiencies." That is, one is not saying that the ch. cannot le

Ito read because he does not know standard 'English..
instead, that the linguistic systeni of the ghetto Negro is, different in
a -number of identifiable features from that of standard English. If
a nonstandard dialect is interfering with the acquisition of standard
English reading skills, at least two courses are available. One is to
adjust the child to .suit the. materials. Another is to adjust the materials
to suit the child. If the end result is successful, the system used is
immaterial. Those who advocate .teaching the child standard English
before he learns to read assume that since it is, a good thing to learn
standard English, the child might as well learn it before he learns to
.read. Most linguists, on the 'other hand, realize. that the complexity of
language learning is such that tfiiS'sort of engineering is too llow
moving to be effective; that is, the social value of learning standard
English is not worth the long -delay it would cause in his learning
to read. The simple' truth is that , speaking 'standard' English, hoWever
desirable: it may be is not so important as learning to read. It would
be extremely difficult,' furthermore,., to teach standard. English, to children
who have no standard English speaking peers.

In any case, the idea- Of changing the child to suit the materials
seems educationally naive when one stops to give it careful consideration.
The usual. practice niong.edueators has been to suit the materials to the
child. It is hard to imagine hoWone.-ever got so sidetracked on this issue.
But:even assuming that it were 'degrable to 'first . teach children standard
English, no research that children have any great conscious aware--
ness of the fine distinctions of the social dimension .of language, Of course,
they are'quite ableto use gramMatical; phonological, and-exical forms in
keeping with their Own value systems; but these value systems are those
of the unsophisticated.; child, who just may value. the speech of a juvenile
delinquent, a dope peddler, or an-athlete more than the speech of a teacher,
an announcer,- or a judge. Airthermore, pre-adolescent children are rela
tivelY unable to articulate what' they are doing when they adopt someolte's
liz.guistic -norms. They can imitate someone's speech (ithout. -a -mature
value orientation), but they can not exPlaily.whaf if is about the granimar
Or pronunciakion that sthex-are imitating: (Occasionally, taally, hoWever, they n

matterscite lexical matters which they think have social consequence.-)
This condition is not surprising since it is also difficult for adults, even

. .

language arts teachers; to-identify these things. In her doctoral disiertation,
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Anne E. Hughes ('1) asked a random group of urban teachers '}n disad-
vantaged presehOol children to. identify the language problems; of their
students. The, teachers were first asked to talk about the characteristic lid-
guistic problents. Then they were- asked to listen to a tape r4rding of
sonie of these children .and identify thc linguistic problems on that tape.
The results showed a very low correlation.of response to reality.

Eighty percent of the teachers observed that their students hay a-limited
vocabulary. One teacher offered the following reason for this "ha dicap":

. . the children came with a very meager vocabulary . . think its
because of the background of the home and the lack of boat at home,
the lack of Communication with the family, especially', if ther are only
one or two children in the family. Perhaps if there are motte children
in, the family communication might bc a bit better. They might have a
few more words in their' vocabulary.
Another teacher observed,
In the inner-city. the child's vocabulary is very limited. His experiences
are very limited.
These comments are typical. Neither teacher gave any indication

that the home environment might produce a different vocabulary. Both
felt, on the contrary, that a lack of school vocabulary was equivalent to'a
lack of overall vocabulary. This widely °held but erroneous concept,' in
which the disadvantaged child is sometimes called nonverbal, appears to
stem from recent research reports on the language of the disadvantaged
child. Nothing in the current research of Washington, D.C., or Detroit
Negroes supports. this 'idea. The notion that children in disadvantaged
homes are the products of language deprivation seems to mean only that
the investigators proVatbbe-such_i_c ultural barrier to the interviewee that
informants were too frightened and aVied--to talk freely or that the investi-
gators simply asked the wrong questions.

If the teachers' comments about vocabulary_ were umsophtticated,
their descriptions of their children's pronunciation and .grarnmi r were
even worse. Thirteen percent of the teachers observed that some students
could not talk at all when they came to sohool; many felt -that these
children could not hear certain sounds but it is grossly unfair to
postulate that because a child dOes not relate his sound -system to printed

:symbols, he cannot hear these seimds. Yet, Such is the state of the pro-
fession. One third of the teachers characterized their children's, greatest
grammatical failure as their inability to :speak in sentences or complete
thoughts

This research showed clearly that one of the most important aspects
of language ,deVelopinent. among :disadvantaged.children-centm on /
precise'descriptions of the problem; large, scale ignorance- of how to make
such a description, and the interference of pedagogical: folklore' which
passes as knowledge 'about a.vastly neglected and underprivileged group
of human beings r

ts)
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If teachers have such trouble articulating whatever it is they are
suppoSed to be doing about tile disadvantaged child's language, how can
Mit expect children consciously to manipulate their language toward an
ill-defined standird, especially with an as yet underdeveloped social vale
systeM?

The position of a, Negro child in an urban ghetto is, then, that, he has
a ftinctioning language system' which does not necessarily match with the
language system of the school. This position is ' further complicated by a
conflic \between the child's culture and that of the middle class school
system. `Small boy's in primers often have white middle class .names, like
Jim an Chuck whereas the preferred names of urban poor Negroef..are
James d Charles. Although seemingly a minor matter, if it is important
for chil rest to identify with the characters in the primers, one must do
more than co or,half the faces brown. Recent research on this problem has
been done by Jenai Baratz of the Center for Applied Linguistics, where
sentence repetition experiments clearly indicate that middle, class white
children have as 'mien ;difficulty repeating syntactical construction com-
monly used by Washington, D.C., Negro children as the Negro. 'children
had in repeafing the White middle class synthetical forms. That is, if the
systematic syntax of lower class Negro children is used as a measure of
middle class white success, the white children will do poorly. Thimplica-
tions of this-research point squarely to the fact that there is cultural mis-
match betWeen student and teaching materials. .

The first major task for linguists is to describe and 'analyze this
language system of the urban 'ghetto: In many ways it is similar to that

of standard English, but in several very important ways it is quite different.
It differs basiCally in two ways: 1) in the presence of some feature not
found in standard English or the absence of some feature found in standard
English; said, 2) in a frequency distribution of a feature which is significantly
different from that of standard English.

A quite romantic picture of the differences between standard English
and inner-city Negro English would be to say that their grammars and
phonological systems are entirely, different: Current research in New York,
Detroit, and. Washington; D.C, has shown this to be a gross overstatement.
If it were true, there. would' little mutual understandingibetweeit speakers
of the different dialect& There are signifiCa. nt contrasts,' however; par-
ticularly evident When comparing the verb systems of lower and working
class Negroes with 'those of Middle. Class. Negroes and with whites of all

classes. The copida and M/ciliary' haire been the fruitful areas of
Study.so far, Particularly with retard to a featute which is present in one
social group while,absent tn, another (3).- There 'are many eximples of
frequency distrihtitiorLdifferences between racial and/Or SOcial"groups. (2).
The most nbMble 'of these iiteleciereettestudies of multiple negation, pio-
nominal apposidan, r-deietion, 1-deletion; consonant: cluster reditction, de-
voicing of word final, and stop consonants; among others.'
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4The significance of this sort of research for beginning reading instruc-
tion is of two kinds, depending on whether the feature is phonological pit'
grammatical.

Phonological features
A careful descriptionof the phonology of disadvantaged. classes (in

contrast to that of the middle classes) will be of more use-to teachers than
1- to,,writers Of classroom materials. The arbitrariness of the symbolization

process makes it rather unnecessary to recast primers into graphemic series
which delete the r in car (cah) and the .l in help (hep), which substitute
voicelvs stops for voiced ones in words like word (wort), and which show
consonant cluster reductions in words like just (jus) and send (sen).' Urban
disadvantaged Negroes should not find it difficult to discover that :/jas/
is realiZed in print as just or that /k"h/ realized as car. Their grapheme
to phonemetrule would be <st> ---> is/ in final position. This is certainly

_...-----no more unreasonable than other double grapheme relations as single.
sounds such as <th> --4 /o/ in thin or <mh> --) hit/ in thumb. That
is, the decoding process of, reading is already imbued with such rules. One
might also ask, however, how different the pioblem is for urban poor
Negroes than for, say, middle class whites. There is considerable evi4ence ,,,-
to shoW that in some oral styles middle 'class whites also reduce these '-
consonant clusters, although not always so frequently- as do Negroes.

In addition to cases in which the reduction of consonant clusters
occurs similarly for urban poor Negroes and standard English speakers,
there are occasions in which the nonstandard Negro cluster reductions are
different,' depending on the surrounding' sounds; from standard E lish.ar
For example, if the `standard English words ends in /st/ and the folio irig

. word begins with /s/, the /st/ cluster is frequently reduced 'to /s as
in /wesayd/ (west side). However, in nonstandard, the cluster may be
reduced whether or not the following-word begins with /s/, ailin /wes:
indiyz/ (West Indies). The teacher will probably nottorrect the standaid
English speaking child when he says twesay(1, but she may well object to
the nonstandard speaker's. /wesindiyz/. .

As for the other phonological features, linguists can make, good cases
for the systematic mature of the disadvantaged Negro's decoding process.
For example, whteas i'midcgelass white or

it
might.decode <time>

as /tayrni, the' ghetto Negro might realize it as a front vowel WitlOa
different glide Segment, /t x hni/.. If the, glide vowel is entItely, abseq (as'
it oitien is), the main vowel is usually lengthened (in the sense of duration),
thus ptodueing /t-'w:bil..,,, The rules for these various -realizations may
be forniulated as- followS(The terms rules; not used,here in the current
sense in which it ii'found ti theoretical linguistics: That is, ones not
referring to deriVational. hi 4)4. From the linguist's viewpoint, as More
accurate' term might be cOrrespondences): -=
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. Standard Nonstandard
Rule S i <t> It/ Rule NS 1 <t> /t/

S 2 <i . . . e> .> /ay/ NS 2 <i . e> Ix:/ /mh/
Thus rules S 1 and NS 1 are identical. Rules S 2 and NS 2 have

different correspondent features but the same number of correspondences.
That is, <i> followed by a noncontiguous e marker yields a glide lay/
in standard English of the North, whereaS here it yields either a different
glide, Im i/, or /m/ plus a vowel duration which may be said to replace or
compensate for The glided vowel.

All of this is meant to indicate that there is nothing irregular about the
phoneme-grapheme relationship of speakers of nonstandard. The cor-
respondences are quite similar, in quantity but different in certain shapes.
In terms of entire linguistic structures, however, these differences are 'ac-
tually very slight. They gain in importance only as social groups assign
values to them.

It is of. utmost importance; however,, that teachers be made aware of
these systematic decoding procgses. A child who decodes <time> as
/t m: m/ is not deficient in hiS ability to pronoUnce_the glide vowel most
frequently heard in standard English. ' Nor. is he misreading the word.

',Ironically; he is doing what any good' reader ought to be 'doingtaking
printed scratches and translating them into his own meaningful oral symbols.
It might be said, in fact, that learning to read_ has little or nothing to do
with a child's ability to handle standard English phonology: But it is tre-
rnendouslY -important for the teacher to understand the child's phonological
system in Order to distinguish reading difficulties from the systematic fea-

: tures of the-cliild's dialect: It is also important for the teacher to under-
stand the child's phonological system .in order to organize teaching 'ma-
terials into consistent grouping. For example, the writer once observed a
teacher in a ghetto school tell beginning readers that the voweli of fog, dog,

--hograndloryiere all the same. She then had the students repeat the words
after her: ;/fag /, /dog/, /hag /, /log/. The sitidents heard the difference.
This teacher never did. Learning the -og matrix is meaningful pedagogy if
there is consistency in the production of that matrix /0/ or /a/. 'Either
pattern is useful to _the beginning reader who is being taught on the basis
of pattern.

Gramniatical Features

The analysis of the systematic grammatical structure of ghetto English
(the linguistic posittort such speakers) has proved:to be a greater under-

.

takingthanone might (Peet: -Although a great Ceal has been learned about
the verb system, negation patterns; question structures; Possessives;plurali-
zation, aoncord, and other things, relativelylittle knowledge has been trans-
lated; nto materials' for beginning readers. Because' grathmar and syntax
provide a different (kind of decoding process than the phoneme-grapheme
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relationships noted earlier, the task of the reading teacher is more compli-
cated. Such a sentence as "John asked if Mary wore a coat" is frequently
read by a ghetto child as "John asked did Mary wear a coat." Like Wise.
"Mary jumps up and down" is often read as "Mary .jump up and doWni"
In 'both instances, the reader is deCoding primer book grammar into Ms
Own grammatical system. In no way is he misreading did for if, wear for -

wore; andjump for jumps. Als far as the reading process gois,,he hats suc-
ceeded. If he fails to read these sentences adequately (that is, in any of
the above ways), he has failed. If, for example, he were to read the first
one as "John asked Mary if dill she wear a coat" or as "John aske'd Mary*
if she wear a coat," one might consider this transformation to be a reading
difficulty. The failure would be evidence of interference from one gram-
matical system to a different grammatical system, all of which brings 'one
back to the fourth assumption, of Wiener and Croger=that a.child would\
read adequately if the material and method were c,onsistOtt, with his
behavior patterns, - i',,..

...A'
If the major focus, in the teaching,of.reading is on letting meaning

from printed page to the reader's Consciousness, there should be no heylut-
tion about developing materials ,,which match the child's grammatical --,...4

system. (Such materials. are,' in fact, being deyeloped by Joan Bar tz and
William A. Stewart at the Center for Applied Linguistics, Waik 'ton#
D. C.) Expanding or changing his grammatical system is °to 'Part'.6 the`";
reading process asluch and, quite likelY, ought to be introdu d gradually
in keeping-with the child's general SociaLmwareness in 9ther as.

At this point then, it is evident that some reading diffictilties stem
from, a mismatch of teaching materials' with the linguistic behaviOr of the
learners. This condition has no bearing; on the Physiologically 'defective,
or those who lack,- phonological or grammatical skills, or on the
psychologically, disrupted.F It is a product of a cultural position which
has its own -system, its own prbblems, and its own beauty. This liosition

nilust be nnderstood much - better if anything significant is to be done for
those who `hold" it , /
The Preeessive Dimension

,
The effort of linguists to deal' with the cultural position- of a large

portion- of children: with reading difficulties has been described -briefly.
Still another warin'Which linguists can be useful to reading teachers .might
be called'processive.- By this-is meant that jingulsts think abOut langUage-'
in-preicess in ways which reading pedagogy may find useful: Studies =in the
language ,acquisition :of. .children, of conrse, , fall into this purview. The
teaching of , reading,,has not always accommodated itself to :.the natural
progresSiOn:of children's language acquisition --and-has been guilty of what
the Writer refers to, elie0.rhereas' aphasic teaching -(4).. By -this is meant
that students, like victiths:.iiii:;'aPhatiiii;arc:,taught ifi the_-reverse order in
which their learning can best, take place. 'Teachers and textbOoks too often

.,,,-
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, .
view their task from their own, not the students', stage in' the' learning
process. Teachers' manuals which diseuss the "four sound's of a" well
illustrate this princiPle. The child, by the age of six, has a pretty fair giasp

- of the sounds of English. He is likely to have little or no grasp of the
symbols which represent these sounds on paper. If a beginning reader is
taught thatthe letter a has four sounds, the teacffing runs 'cbunter to the
'learning Prove s. Most reading teachers now agree that one should begin-
With a chil here, he FS' (with', sounds) and move 'toward where he is
going (tOwar letters) rather than vide versa. Yet there is still a great
deal of eork to be done., before the teaching of reading can reach, the .
stage,,va#re aphasic teaching is overcome and the processive dimension is

well accounted for.
Cane such area is ih syllabication. Annually thousands of third grade

children ate set to work filling the. syllables in their reading workbooks.

* , From the linguist's/viecpoint there are at least three questions con -
cerning ;reading instruction which d to be answered in order for the
treatment of syllabication to m maximally efficient; These ques-
tions deal with the syllabic consonant, the identification of syllables in
general; and thb reason for studying syllabication inithe first place.

The Syllabic COOsonant .!SI
A,

Until very recently a syllable -was most commonly defied a follows:,

" . ._ . a part of a wotd, in which we hear, one vowel sound 1 . . (Thorn-
. '' dike Barnhart Junior Dictionary, p 35)i It was on ,this basi that' the4
N writer's eldest .son muddled his way throiigh third 'grade s abication.

'' Professional educators and researchers will appreciate the AVritet'S difficulty
in confronting Pis son's teather2with the factthat the boy was simply not
nearing a vowel sound in the second syllable:of words like travel, weasel,
and awful. Instead he heard a phonetic /1/. and marked his workbook.
accordingly. ''" - -

More recen ,; the Thorndike Barnhart:Junior Dictionary, on paie`"37,
has added a s Cement' about certain ,, syllabic consonants: -"tor some

. words of more an: One syllable a vowel, sound may not be heard in an
unaccented syllable. In such words the I sound or then sound takes the
place of a vowel:sound; and is called a sYllabinconsant." This dictionary;
upon which man* readingltexts rely, is.consistentwithSyllibic I as long

4 . as the-word is.ipelled.with a-final -le (bundle; table, eagle) But, in such
words- as, bushel and 'easel, there Is apparent inconsistency (buih'al and
612.1).. : Yet an investigation of :Allis apparei\t inconsistency reveals; sur-
prisingly enough,' a deeper regularity. -''.

-,-,
Wben a syllable at the end Of-a word endi in /1/, it is,possible. to

predict whether-this -sinind,is`pieeed by the vowel /a/.'-- If the: final
consonant sound in .the penultimate' syllable:' n such words as',Vigil; virile,
and buihel is 4.4,;-',/*C/..; /i/, iv, / or /1/,, the schwa is present. It this
consonant is any other sound, th final syllable is a syllabic /1/. In
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folming an /I/ after sql, for example,-a speaker must move the tip of
his tongue sufficiently far enough to require the pronunciation of a .vaVI
/ a/ between 'these two consonants. This is true only for the sounds /j /.

/r/, /i/ and /I/ before /I/. As a result, syllabic /I/ is
impossible in these syllables. (A small set of such r es will also account
for syllabic /n/, 7r/, and /m/. Research on this problem is ccaently
being carried out by the author.)

This rule seems to be the implicit basis for syllabication in the case
of /I/ employed by the Thorndike 3arnhart dictionary. Before this
dictionary is given too much credit, however, it must:be pointed out that
this rule is violated in words which end in -f id. Thus, while sniffle is assigned
a syllabic /1/ in conf9rmity with the above principle; awful is inconsistently
marked with a schwa before the /1/. (Many of 'these problems with syllabic
consonants disappear if phoneme-grapheme 'correspondences are not in-
sisted upon but, instead, written forms are assumed, to reflect the organiza-
tion of sounds at them . .honemic level.)

One can see from ese examples that a beginning reader. who is
learning syllabiCation may e handicapped by tee very phonetic abilities
he' has been encouraged to develop and by certain inconsistencies in
dictionaries. Nor have current reading ,texts treated syllabication with
consistency. They are not likely to make a. great deal of progress until
dictionaries begin to treat the subject more deeply.

The Identification_ of Syllablek

A linguist,, looking at syllabication, might approach the prObygn in
several ways. He may choose to think in terms of both phonology and
grammar. He may' choose to think of syllables, as some kind of voiced
continuant peak ;.with borders whiCh are somehow, not like peaks. The
Major, problems in syllable division seem to be at,these borders, naturally
enough. Although the point may be argued, assdne.that the linguist feels'
that SYllables should, be, at the same time, true to the phonology, grammar,
and -lexicon of the-language: That is, they must satisfy -,criteria of the
grammatical, lexical, and phonological components of langugge. Gram-
matical components such as -ing or .-ish shbild be preserVed as, syllables
in complex "constructions such as jump ing and fool - ish -rather than
jum - ping and foo - UM. Monosyllabic lexical components such as some
in something should be preserved, as syllables, preventing either so-me-thing
or so-meshing. Since stop Consonants. so frequently form the borders of
syllables, where medial cortscinant clusters- exist, they may be the .best
place to, mark, syllable Zvision: Noy; with these examples in mind, the
writer proposes a Series 'of semi-ordered syllabication rules

,

Rule l Lexical Jule: Syllable division is marked at compounds
which contain clearly marked monoSyllabic segments (ink-
well, not in-kwell).
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Rule 2 Grammatical rule: Syllable division is marked at inflections .
and/or affixes (love-ly. slopp-y, drunim-er, etc.) Notc here
that doubled spellings arc irrelevant; syllables arc not
based on spellings. (Rules I and 2 can be said to be two
cases of the same. principle. That is, phonological material
which can be shown to belong to one morpheme should not
be assigned to another in syllabication. Theie cases arc
presented separately here for purposes of claeity and
pedagogical sluuencing.)

Rule 3 Phonological rule 1: -When syllable splits are ambiguous
grammatically, they can be split at medial consonant
clusters (of differing consonants) it' such clusters are
present (tar-get. sil-ver. win=dow).

Rule 4 Phonological rule .2: When syllable borders are ambiguous
grammatically and when they do not havt consonant cluster
borders, the syllabication should follow the pattern of mono-
syllabic words in English. That is, the phonological re-
strictions of English monosyllabic words may be applied to
syllables which appears parts of polysyllabic words. Thus,-
tiger and, spider with glided. uncheckCd vowels which can
appear Word finally, as in buy and high, are split ti-ger and
spi-der. On the other hand, shadow, lemon, And. lizard
with pnglided, checked vowels which cannot apprar finally
/ ae, E, 1 /; are split sitird-ow, lent-on, and liz-ard. The un-

glided vowel /a/. however, may form the right border of a
syllable, as in a:Way, tel-e-phone, and llam -a.

Rule S Phonological ,rule When -a -voiced continuant such as
/1/, /r/, /n14 or /n/ can be heard as the nucleus of the
syllable (a syllabicconsonant). it is marked as a separate
syllable. Thus, poodle is pood-le, dimple is dimp-le, and
pupil is pup-il.

.
These five rules were introduced as "semi-ordered" primarily because

the phonological rules are fairly equal and rules 3, 4, or 5 may apply in
any order. The= nost significant thing here is'that the lexical rule takes
precedence over the graminatical 'rule. Which, in turn, takes prededence
over all the phonogical rules. It should also. e noted here that these rules

- constitute, a beginning toward a linguistic theory of Syllabication. They do
0 not account. for all'English words, although they handle a signi.ficantly,

large majority with a consistency' hitherto absent from dictionaries "and
intodUctory reading inaterials,

It must also be noted here that these five rules can apply to boththe
syllables of sound and \the syllables:of writing. -Past syllabication has been
based on the printed'ivord entirely, even though' claims were made for the
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usefulness of such activity in word,attack. Past "r,illos7 for end-line word
splitting have accountclfor the lexical rulgin.a nonrigorous fasbion. (No
restraint is known on something being split so-me-thiiig): Past rules have
rather carefully accommodated the grammatical rulco The phonological
rules have been only partiglly observed, naturally enough, for an ortho-
graphical orientation.. RuleY4 and '5 were unformulaten, and thelye was
no notion of a hierarchical order.

The Reason for Studying Syllabication
.

The usefulness of syllabication for word attack may be seriously
calledto question, in the traditional sense of the meaning of word attack.
It is quite apparent, if the "preceding semi-ordered rules are accepted,
that a

and

must know a great deaf about phoneme-grapheme; relation-
ships and morphophonemic spelling and a great deal. about grammatical
inflections and derivational affixes before he. can become' a successful

. syllable finder. In short, the solution to a well-defined theory of syllabica-
tion tells one that this feature of language seems to have less: to do with
initial reading skill than it does with general .skill in the language arts. In
order to 'find the proper-syllable divisions, the child .must already know
the things he needs to know in order to,be a successful.beginning reader.
On the other hand, by focussi,ng on' syllable identification, the teachei can
deterntinto.,whether the child has *altered these rides. mot it, the child's
ability'to find syllables is really a test of his reading, ability and like all
good tests it should teach, perhaps by calling attention-to what has been
happening.all along. In any case,sit can be safely affirmed that if a child
has mastered these five rules and can find syllables adequately, he shotild
be able meet new words, even nonsense words, with confidence. A child
wls..tyllabifies unflurbly as un-flurb-ly or camip as cam -ip evidences word
atqck skills which surely reflect sophistication, whether it is called reading
or language- arts. .

.; °In the preemsive dimension of readint, then,/ linguists ask questions
about- Iiitguage how*teithing' proeesses match or mis-
match With it. One, eximple of past .cidttisal mismatch has been in the .

'-aphasic teaChing associated with.syllsibicido& .Children. are asked to aq
A task which is supposedly helpful- in developing reading' ability, but which
requires skills that etdence deve/qped"Feading abilities.. One has been
giving a test Mt:de-thinking that it.was the homework. This is one aspect
of the firocestive ditnensibn which 'interests:linguists.- Another aspect is
the semi-ordered, rides',.theinseIves; With the advent ..of contemporary
linguistics 'has-come tlie:'itiOionswf.orderect'ittles in grajiunatical analysis.
One is, content not .silrikly with 'finding;riules -.hut with, seeing:h0W- they
.sequenee. -r(seeini7-00r,:in the cage o! 411abicaticid, that linguistic rule ..

ordering .u-ye.gv0...fuLleatuie.,; -` .

From -this ,Ishonld, be 'cleart4at developers of reading
materials and :dictionary-. Milcers must. retbink &fir-. entire approach to
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sylltibication and the reading process. Students i.ave been plagtted by in-
consistedt 'dictionary practice with respect to syllabic consonants, in-
adequate instruction in how to identify syllables, dipionary syllabication
which ,is not faithful to the lexicon, grapanar and phonologY of the lan-
guage, and an inadequate theory of pedagogical sequencing which does
not distinguish hetftwen developing and developed skills. One -thy- product
of such a situation oqght to be embarrassmehtover the artificial separation
between reading and the 4triguage arts. One might hope that-future ele-
mentary textbboks will find it so difficult to distinguish the reading lessons
from the language arts lessons ihatIfthese hitherto separate subjects will

\ mergeinto fi more sensible unitary body. 00

" - Here,, then, are two general areas in which, linguistic research can
help children with reading difficulties caused by mismatch of specific child
culture to pedagogical materials. The positional dimension and the ,pro-
cdssive dimension are both legitimate fields in which linguivs may pro-
vide many insights' n the near future.\
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An Operational Definition of
Comprehension Instruction

JOHN R. BORMUTH
University of Chicago

The line' of argument followed in this paper runs as follows: In-
struction in reading ,comprehension is poor because there is almost no
research of any value in the area.. Nearly all thii research and virtually
all the instruction are based upon a conception of comprehension which
is faulty, and so subjective and nebulous that it is more misleading than
helpful. The paper :then °proceeds to propose a more adequate concept-

.nalization of comprehension and to show hoW this conceptualization can
r1sult in preciie operational- definitions of comprehension and compre-
hension instruction:

COmprehension is both one of the most important and one of the
weakest areas of instruction. It has beconie' almost trite to point out
that much of the knowledge presented in instruction is presented through
the mediuin of written language and that if a student cannot comprehend
what he reads, he is almoit certain to drop out of schoolan act
precipitating a long list of tragic consequences. Just how ineffective one
is.at teachiii&reading comptiehension is being made increasingly clear
for example, by recent studies in sociolinguistics and, the Socioloty. of

i School achievement Sociolinguists have shown ihat yvhile malty children
learn one :dialect in the home, their instruction is carried On in, quite
another dialect. The studiei in the sociology of achievement show that
dialect background correlates highly with school, achieVement especially
in thoSe areas of instruction _which rely.-heavily upon reading comsrehen-,
Sion. Coleman (4) *as felt compelled to claim that school instruction
has only negligible inffuence 'Upon- children's acquisition of -skill's, such as
reading comprehensio

The reason- is no hard to .There ?is only a meager body 'Of
research in thearea, an it is of a generallyipoor quality. After reviewing
this research Harris (5 cqncluded that it demonstrated little that was

48
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of instructional value,. As a consequence there is little knowledge upon
which to base a curriculum.

Probably the source of this dismal situation is the fact that corn-
prehension is presently defined almost wholely in terms of mental pro-
cesses. Since mental processes are not directly observable, attempts to
describe them 'turn out to be nebulous and confusing to practically every- '
one except, perhaps, the person doing the description. These definitions
are invented in this way. The investigator begins by trying to examine
his own mental activities as he reads, and as he examines them he
tries to identify each of the different processes he employs.- Then he
names each of his mental prOcesses anci tries to 'describe them. Finary,
-he may make up a test. to measure each process. To check himself
he sometimes submits his tests to a panel. which jutigel whether the
items in each test are homogeneous.

There -are at least two major problems with this approach. The
most important is the fact that the hems produced by this. method cor-
respond in no definite way to the language skills which make up the

/comprehension skills". For example, these methods have produced names
of processes like comprehending the important facts, making inferences,
comprehending the main idea, and so on. These names and the process
descriptions leave the teacher and researcher 'still groping about trying
to decide just what these processes have to do with language. -Both the
researcher and the teacher know that children who, can understand
language must perform specific acts, such as, modifying nouns by gerunds
which follow them or verbs by the. associated adverbs. Yet the traditional
definitions of comprehension are totally silent on these matters.

Nor is this method of defining exercises and tests sufficiently ob-
jective to be of much use to either teachers or 'researchers. Teachers
are told, kir _example, to prepare, exercises in which they give children\

practice in comprehending the important facts in a passage. But the
definitions oft this 'process never explain what a fact . might be or how
to deeide if a fact is 'important. Thus; if -,I teacher is faced with the

. sentence The diminutive lad" mounted the steed, he has no way ro
decide if the

,
Sentence contains just a 'single fact or if it contains, ,

numerous' .facts, ',such as, that the steed was mounted, that the lad
mounted something, or that the lad was diminutive. How the teacher
or the researcher is *supposed 'to":4ecide which facts are the important
ones is left equally obscure. Since virtually all, the procer;es are de-
fined in an equally nebulous manner, serious questions must be raised
about what, if anything, these name'.. and descriptive processes, refer ,,,-
to. Consequently; mist researchers have abandoned the study of coin-
prehension until ore rigorous definitions, can be developed; and a
great many teach s -who have received extensive. training in teaching
methods in readin e_stifythat they, th,emselVes, feeljncompetent to
teach comprehension, feeling fairly certain that either they or the experts
are confuSed. ,
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The purpose of this paper is to atteMpt to clarify the concep ion
of comprehension in order to demonstrate how this concept can
given rigorous operational definition. From the outset, two po'ipts shoul,
be clear. These remarks pertain only to reading comprehei n, a
they deal chiefly with what is subjectively labeled as literal and infe al
comprehension. The decision to defer consideration of critical, evaluative,
and aesthetic compichension w4s based upon the following considera-
tio4: 11 that a person canifiot criticize, evaluate, or aesthetically
appreckate materials he cannot Comprehend in any literal sense; 2) that
one neither undersiands nor teaches effectively the literal and inferential
comprehension skills; and 3) that clarifying one's understanding of the
literal and inferential processes is the essential first step to clarifying
ones understanding of the other processes.

ral Definition' of cOmprehention
A careful examination:of the use of the term comprehension shows

that the, term' refers to, an. increase in the amount of information an
individual is able to exhibit a consequence of "reading a passage of
verbal materials. Stated more, precisely, comprehension ability is thought
to be a: set .of generalized knowledge- acquisition skills which permit
peopkto acquire and .exhibit infoctnatio)e-gaitte.d. as a consequence.
of reading printed language. When this definition is accepted as the
general definition of cordprehension, a further analysis prOances interesting
results. this ,section. will spell Out Those results:

LangUage as the Stimulks.-* This defii iticni. asserts that compre--
hension is a rg sponse to the 'language system. 'bat 411, a /language
is a system wffic11-4n. take an infinite number of Iclinis to' signal any
semantic , information Whatever, and knowledge of how that syStem

,works perm4 people ao acquire whatever information is encoded in
language.. ConsequentlY, the content of comprehension instruction might
be said to be the rules describing how the language-system. works. to
transmit information; and the taSkS. of research in reading comprehension
instruction are 1) to enumerate 'these rules, '2) to develop teaching
tasks for shaping children's .behaviors in the manners described by these
rules, and 3) to organize them..into a systematic sequence lot instruc-..
rion by determining their relative complexities.

Specifically, comprehellsion Zs noti;just a of mental tprii-4,esses
which can be defined independent of. language Rather, it is a set of
processes which. operate on sPecifk features.of language. And instniction`
must be systematically designed'to auk& that children learn., hose syslenUl-
by : which language signals meaning. These signaling systems include:at
least .1) the semantic meanings ot words; 2) the way, word affixes
influence the semantic meanings' and syntictie...functions of x/Ords; 3) the..
ways phrase, and deep structures re 'assigned sentences; 4) the ways'
the surface and deep structures of sentences governs thet-modifications
of word and phrase meaning; 5) the 141entificaikon ,of antecedents of

r
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pronouns, pro-verbs. anaphora, and other prostructures; and 6) the ways
structures are assigned to paragraphs and larger units of discourse and
those structures used to modify sentence, paragraph, and section mean-
ings. Under

that
circumstance, though, should this matter be interpreted

as the claim that children should be taught formal grammer and rhetoric.
Children can learn to respond correctly to the signaling systems of
language without having conscious knowledge of even the existence of

_ formal grammer and rhetoric. ..,
Unit of Comprehension Instruction. This definition of compre-

hension includes as comprehension processes not only the processes
necessary to acquire the information encoded in language but also the
processes necessary to exhibit that information. In concrete terms, one
must teach 'children whatever processes are necessary to acquire in-
formation from language, and one must also teach them whatever addi-
tional skills may be necessary for them to answer questions or respond
to whatever other tasks given them to see if they can exhibit that
.k no wledge.

Using\4 test task is an absolute tmd inescapable necessity in in-
situation. A\ teacher must be able to observe .whether a child has
learned what \is being taufht; otherwise, the teacher has no way of
knowing if the \child has acquired the language decoding skills and,
therefore, does not know whether to provide additional instruction.
Indeed, the teacher\does not even know whether the child is practicing
the correct procesuithe incorrect process, or blithely ignoring the whole
situation' Likewise, the child hai' no feedback on the results of his

, efforts and cannot guide his own. learning. Thus, it is not sufficient
for a teacher to just repeatedly expose children to some linguistic
feature which sigdals information. The teacher must also provide- the
child with tasks which reqUi him 'to 'make an overt response which
shows that he has acquired than information. For example, if one wishes
to teach a child to decode nou modified by adjectives, one mist not.
only present him, with sentences 'e The small lad is wearing a hat

1 but one must also ask him questio s like How Iftrge is' the boy who is
'wearing a hat.

But when one admits that this \ rgument is true, .then one sees

linguistic features. In addition, one must so teach the child .whatever
immediately that the thing ,being taught *s not just the interpretation of-

skills are necessary to interpret and answer the questions which '1Fst his
knowledge. of the information signaled I:1 those linguistic features.. The
language stimulus,. the question, and -the response must, titirefore, be
Bordered the unit of instruction.

r Figure 1 will help illustrate this point. When one 'thinks of teaching
`tibmprehtnsiori, one u_ sually thinks he is teathitig just those, processes
ripresented liw block B in the figure. However, 'there is;, -no way` to
- provide. effective instruction unless one can tell whether the child is

.
C f

, 4
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A

Read the
.nzuagL

-Stimulus

Figure 1

Read the
Test Task

Comprehend the
Language Feature

Comprehend the
Test Task

F F

Derive thc,
Answer to
the Test
Task

Ansscr the
Question

Analysis of the major processes which constitute the components involved
in responding correctly to an instructional,unit.

responding correctly; so by requiring the child to respond, to a test
task, this introduces the question-answering .processes represented by
blocks C, D. E, and F, which the child must learn also.

This fact inposes important requirethents on the design of instruc-
tion. The normal wish is to sequence the instruction from the easy
to the difficult processes. But Figure 1 shows that both the questions
and the linguistic features can provide independent sources of difficutly.

5

: Hence, research must be designed in such a way to determine not
only the relative difficulties of different types of language features but
also the relative difficulties of the various kinds of questions and other
test tasks. Without this information, instruction cannot be sequenced

appropriately. ,

Comprehension as. an Increase in Information. The general de-
finition stated that only information which is gained as a consequence of
reading a passage may be regarded as representing comprehension. The
consequences of accepting this proposition are that one must reject
scores from virtually tvcry comprehension test currently -being used in
-classrooms and- laboratories. The reason is this. Comprehension is
defined as the ability to acquire information from a passage, but one
tries to measure it by finding out how -many questions the person can
answer on a test .given him only after he has read the, passage. This
proceNt ignores the facts that it is almost impossible to find a pas-

-, sage dealing with information about which a person knows absolutely
nothing and that he could probably have used this information to answer
some of the questions even before he had read the passage., Con-
sequently,ocores\ oh comprehension tests given in the usual way laave
two components: thRie questions the student could have answered, with-
out reading the passage and thbse questions he was able to answer
only as a consequence of reading a passage. Only the latter, may' be
definitely said to represent knowledge gained through reading.
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This distinction is probably not terribly significant in instructional
exercises where a number of questions of the same type are used.
It would be highly unlikely that a student would know the answers to
many of the coestions used in the exercises, and so he is likely to
receive,ample practice. On the other hand, researchers must=, be wary
of the problems presented by this fact. SuppoSe a subject's compre-
hension were inversely proportional to the amount of prior knowledge
he could exhibit before he read a passage. This is a reasonable expecta-
tion if he were bored by the repetitiousness of the passage or if his
prior knowledge would permit him to get a very high score before
he read the passage. This fact could lead researchers to reject theories
which. were, in fact. true or accept theories which were, in fact, false.

It should be pointed out that one can estimate the amount of know-
ledge a subject has of a passage without giving him the same test twice.
This estimate, may be obtained by constructing twice as many items
as usual and giving a randomly selected half of the items to the subject
before he has read the passage and the other half after he has read
it.. Another solution that should be explored is the 'possibility of pre-
testing the items on a different group ,and discarding those items which
a greater-than-chance number of subjects can answer without having read
the passage. .

Distinction between Comprehension and Achievement Testing.
Most people are hard put to tell the difference between a comprehension
test and an achievement test made from the same set of written materials.
Since the two tests may contain exactly the same items, the distinctions
are far more subtle. The most important _distinction is in how the scores
arc interpreted. If the test is an achievement test, a score on it is interpreted
as representing how much of the knowledge in that particular passage the
student has been able to acquire. When the test is regarded as a compre-
hension test, the, score is interpreted as representing how well the student is
able to acquire knOwledge from written language of the type represented by
that passage. In other words, interpreting a score as a comprehension score
requires one to generalize the student's performance on that test to
hii performance on the tests which could be made from a population
of passages. No such generaliiation is made from an achievement test
score. The second distinction that may be made is that when the items
in an achievement test are grouped into subtests, the grouping is done
only along subject matter category lines while in comprehension tests
the grouping is done by putting into subtests either those items' which
measure ability to interpret the same linguistic features or those which
measure knowledge in the same subject-matter category.

The distinction between comprehension and achievement tests is
of critical importance when one is considering.. the validity of a com-
prehension test. Scores on the test are valid for predicting performance
only on 'language, features like those tested by the items in the test.
In particular, the test maker should state the population of passageg
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from which he drew his test passages 'along..:with a breakdown tafic the
language features tested by the items. This requirement holds not- just
for makers of standardized tests but also for researchers who claim they
are studying comprehension. Failure to do so makes the test results
uninterpretable. The fact that researchers have not met this requirement

in the past is sufficient reason to reject virtually all the studies in
the area of comprehension as being uninterpretable. (The writer here
includes one or two of his own.)

Criteria for Adequate Definitions: To be adequate, definitions of
comprehension processes must meet at least four criteria. First, the tasks
must correspond to the linguistic features one tries to teach children
to understand. For example, in the sentence The diminutive lad mounted
the steed, one could construct the question What ,kind of boy climbed
on the horse? And then one could argue that.this question provides a
test of whether the 'child modified the meaning of the noun lad using
the meaning of the adjective diminutive. Now if a general rule could
be devised which could test all adjective-noun mOdifications, one could

....is.4 that this rule defines a class of tasks which meastre or correspond
fb one of the language-comprehension skills one is trying to, teach.
The second criterion is that the task must, in fact, force the child
to use the skill one thinks it does. Third, the definitions which describe
how the tasks are constructed should be ds objective as pogible. Or,
conversely, they should require. as little subjective judgment as . possible
in order to derive the tasks. Finally, for obvious reasons, they should
be of a nature that they can be easily and ;inexpensively constructed
by teachers.

Operational Definitions of Questions

The purpose of this section is to demons ate how. one type of
test task, the comprehension question, can- be r- efined in such a way
that it meets the criteria just discussed. From th beginning it should
be clear that these- definitions deal only with wh -are 'sometimes re-
ferred to as literal comprehension questions. Howe er, it is specifically
claimed that any type of comprehension questito can, t least- potentiallY,
be defined with equal rigor and specificity. It is .lso important to
point out that, while all of these definitions are in some egree dependent
upon transformational-generative grammer, structural li guistics, alone,
does not provide enough descriptive power to define all the classes of
tasks which must be dealt' with in comprehension. It was lso necessary
to use descriptive devices taken from rhetoric, semantics, and logic.
This point is important because much current writing-has led many
to believe that structural linguistics is, by itself, sufficient to s9lve all
the problems of reading instruction. Finally, because of time li nations,
it was not possible to spell out. the details of the syntactic transforma-

-dons used.
.
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Theory of Comprehension Questions. Space does not permit
giving a detailed description of the theory underlying comprehension
questions, but it might be summarized in this way. A sentence is a
device for encoding a single complex, concept. The subject noun of
a sentence refers to a broad class of objects or events. The remaining
words and phrases in the sentence serve directly or indirectly to restrict
or modify the meaning of the subject noun. The modification of its
meaning takes place in a complex but systematic manner. The phrase
structure of the sentence determines which word of phrase modifies
another and the order in which these modifications occur. Figure 2

NP,

Art,.

The

Aj

diminutive

N

1

I .

. lad mounted

Figure 2
S

VP

N P2

V Arty ___11_4s./

, the steed.

.
Wh-Oticstions

mounted the steed? SWhat did the diminutive tad do?
MNWhich lad mounted the %teed? MNThe diminutive what niounted the
-VPWhat did the diminutive lad steed?

mount? VPWhat did the diminutive lad do
a to the steed? 0

Phchsystructure diagram of 'a sentence and the wh-questions
deleting lexical nodes in the sentence.

hel, to 'illustiate this process. The theory claims that a sentence
. is comprehended in generally bottom-to-top and left-to-right directiont..

Thus, the first modification in the sentence shown in Figure 2 is the
modification of lad by diminutive, restricting the referent of the phrase as
a whole to just those lath who are diminutive. Next, the modified
noun, The MN phrase, is modified to a single instatce of the concept
of diminutive Ind. This process continues until the subject has been.
modified by the pVicate and until the Single concept represented by the
sentence drkit whale, the symbol S, isattained. °
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Questions are thought to test a person's knowledg. of those' modi-
fications which occur between lexical constituents. Roughly speaking.
a lexical constituent is a word which is classified as a noun, verb.
adjective, or adverb or it is a phrase containing a lexical word. What
follows is a brief description of these questions. All of the definitions
given have been described with greater den01 in another paper (I ).

Rote Wh- Questions. A MI- question is made in approximately
this way. A lexical constituent is deleted from the sentence. It is
replaced by one of the wh- pro-words. The whr pm-words are words
like who, what, when, where, how, and so on. Next, in some questions
the wh- word is shifted to the front of the question. and the forms of
the auxiliary and main verbs are adjusted appropriately. The details
of this procedure are discussed by Thomas -(6), Bach (1 ), and Chom-
sky (3). and their discussions should be read in that order by novices.
The correct answers to these questioni are the 'constituents which the
wh- word replaced. Figure 2 shows Ole. wh- questions which can be
directly derived from that sentence. The symbol to the left of each
question shows the modification tested by that question.

Questions of this. type are, by themselves. relatively uninteresting.
It is by no means certain that they actually test comprehension. For
example, given a sentence containing nonsense words such as The
nzelfip delfebbed the worgiop, even fairly young children can answer
wh.- questions like Who deifebbed the worglop, indicating that, at
least in some situations, questions of this type do not necessarily re-

' quire what one ordinarily thinks of as being comprehension. For this
reason the writer has labled them rote questions. However, the trans-
formations by which rote questions are derived are extremely important
because they provide the basis for a large variety of questions which
hold much greater interest.

True-False .Quesfions. Another type of question is that which is
answerable by the risianses yes-no or true-false. These are shown by
examples B, C, and D in Illustration 1. Because their answers are
of the true-false variety and because they are also a type of rote
question, the writer considers them uninteresting; therefore, transformations
by which they are derived will not be discussed.

Transform Questions. In the wh- rote question the word orders
of The question, and the sentence are almost identical. In the transform
question this similitrity of word order is not so . great. Lines E and F
of Illustration 1 -show how transform questions are made. First, a
paraphrase transformation is perfamed on the sentence to derive a new
form. For .example, starting with the sentence The boy rode the horse,
one can derive the sentences The horse was ridden by the boy, It was
the .boy who rode the horse, or It was the horse which was ridden
by the boy. Second, a wh- question is derived not from the base
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illustration 1. Examples of the types of questions which test the mot Lions in
nests.

LANGUAGE TEXT
(I) The diminutive lad mounted the steed. (2) He
(3) His arm was broken.

Rote Question
A. 'Wh-:
B. Taw.
C. Yes/No:
D. Inflectional:

Transform Question

QUESTION TYPES

Who mounted the steed? (The diminutive lad)
The diminutive lad mounted the steed. didn't he?
Did the diminutive lad mount the steed?
The diminutive lad mounted the steed?

fell off the steed.
f

E. Derived Sentence: The steed was mounted by the diminutive lad.
F. -Transform Question:

S.:Onstic Substitute Question
G. Derived Sentence: The sn li boy climbed rIn the spirited horse.
H. Semantic Substitute Question: Who clic' abed, on the spirited horse? (The

small boy)

By whom was the steed mounted? e diminutive lad)

Compound Question
I. Transform Derivaticur.
I. 'Semantic Derivation:
K. Compound Question:

Semantically Cued Question
L What person mounted the steed? (The diminutive lad)

Anaphoric Question
M. Derived Sentence: The diminutive f 's arm was broken.
N. Anaphoric Question: Whose arm wa? broken'?

Intersentenae Relationship Question
0. Derived Sentence:. His falling off the steed caused the breaking of the

diminutive lad's arm.
P. lqtersentence Question: What caused the breaking of the diminutive lad's arm?

(His falling off the steed)

Tfie steed wanounted by the diminutive lad. \.1
The spirited trse was climbed on by the small boy.
By whom was the spirited horse &tubed oh? (The

small boy)

(The diminutive lad's) '

j 11;

t -I ,

sentence which the student actually-refidl but, from oneof these derived
sentences which were derived purely for the purpose of writing q'uestions.

Semantic Substitute duestion's. Another irnponant class of quei-
tions is called the semantic subititute question. Setnanfic su stitufe ques-
tions are made by the-two-stage procets s virn.in lines 0 and H id Ifhistra-
.tion 1. ',It begigN by substituting a synon us wor (71,r phrase for one
or mare bf the words or phrases in the se cc,- then wh- questions
are made from the sentence' derived\in Otis y. Again, the derived
st get is purely a cbnvdnience kV' tie queStion writer and is not

me "TI.
t

g the student sees. - ,
Any synonym substituted glint have either a meaning .ti ical to ,

the word in the sentence or it may be a More general se which
. . . ;.
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hicrochically includes the term used in the base sentence. For ex-
ample, one can substitute horse for steed because all steeds are horses,
but one cannot substitute steed for horse because not all horses are steeds
nags, to mentiGn one.

Compound Questions. It is possible to derive still another class
of questions by deriving, first, syntactic paraphrase of - the base
sentence and then, a semantic substitute sentence from the syntactic
paraphrase sentence. The wh- questions are then based on the Jatter.
Lines I, J, and K of Illustration I show this procedure.

Semantically Cued Questions.. . An example of the type of question
called the semantic* Cited question. is shown in line L. Setnahtically
cued questions are derived 1-4 replacing the deleted constituent with both
a wh- word and a very general synonym* which is hierarchically related
to the deleted constituent. In line L, for example, the words What person,
What slake, or What youth could also have been substituted for The
diminutive lad. /-*"

Anaphoric Question. An anaphora is a wwd or phrase whieh
stands for some phrase, sentence, or larger unit a passage. The
manillas:Re in the sentences at the top of illustration 1 are anaphora.
However any part of speech or an segment of tett can be anaehorized.
Imagine a paragraph discussing a famine in India and following pare-
graph wkich began with the words This situation; those words would
.be regarded as an anaphora, and the entire preceding paragraph would
be- rethrded as its. antecedent. , In other words, whatever modified the
words This situation Ad fact, modify thircoirm rezireseincd
by the entire azalea:lent. In order to tett comprehcnsiorl. of atafebilirb, ,

anaphoric questions are made ,by the tvaa-staite procedure shown on lines
M and N: A sentence is derived VS, deleting the anaphora front' its
sentence, replaying it with its antecedent, and then forming a wh- question
which deletes either the anaphora or the remaintler of the derived sentence.

Ineersentence Relationship Questions. .1 Just the fact that two
sentences occur next to each other signali information. For example,
in their present order the last two sentences at the top of Illustration 1
are interpreted as signaling that falling off the horse alined the breaking

of the arm. But if their order were reversed, then the,interpretation would
be that the broken, arm caused the fall from the.'hnrse. Questions

which test 'the comprehensioti of thek relationships are made by a
three-stage procedure. First, the relationships,, between, the sentences and
sentence grouy , are identified. For example, the relationship between
the first sentence and the other two could be expressed as 1 happened
before 2-3, and the relationship between .sentences 2 and '3 could
be expressed as 2 caused 3.' Second, the sentences are nomitudized

t and inserted in the sentence .fratne expressing the relationship. Thus,
one can form one sentence from ail three to obtain Thedintinutive lad's
monnting of the steed happiir ed. before. his falling off'the steed caused
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litthe breaking of his arm: Third, wh- questions are then formed in s
;s way that one of the nominalized sentences is deleted_

Defining Other Question TYpes. The question types described
here are not sufficient to test or teach the full- range -of processes'
identified as comprehension processes. However, the writer specifically
claims that any question which measures a comprehension process of
any type can and must be given a definition of the type presented
here. The procedure fo'r constructing the definitions presented started
with the selection of items from existing exercises and tests. -The next
step was to analyze the question and the passage to which the question
pertained for the purpose of constructing rules by which the question
and its response could be derived directly from the language, in the
passage. Additional 'descriptive devices, such as the semantic sultotitu-
tion rules, were added only when it was absolutely essential to do so.
ltilext the wiestions were grouped on the basis of the similarity of the
rules required to deny' e them. Then the rules were generalized so that a.
the whole class of items could be derived by using the same general
rule.

In every case it was,possible to use descriptive devices at ady in
existence. The wh-' question transf. "i comes from structural linguis-
tics; the semantic sikstitution comes from logic and semantics;
and the procedures used to derive the anaphora and the intersentence
relationship questims come ;torn rhetoric, logic, and structural linguistics.
Perhaps the chief difficulty encountered in this work is the lack of
thoroughness on the part of scholars in the relevant disciplines. For
example, the details of even -something as simple as the wh- question
transformation have not yet been worked out by linguists. To some
extent this procedure is simply a matter of cataloging, for the basic
concepts and descriptive devices have been fairly well defined. In other
cases, such as the intersentence relationships, the investigator receives
almost no help and must do that job himself.

Advantages of Operationally Defining Questions

The object of thleprating these definitions of question types here
was not to demonstrate the degree of detail or objective rigor with which
comprehension processes can be defined. Indeed, they have been de-

% fined with far greater detail and rigor elsewhere (2). Rather, the point
was to demonstrate two things: first, that the processes can be ade-
quately defined and, second, that they must be given adequate defini-
tions. One ca_A accrue many benefits from developing these definitions.

First, these -definitions are absolutely essential in order to pro-
vide a rational basis for instruction in comprehension. It hardly needs
to be pointed out .that an instructional exercise or a test .should be
relevant to the processes taught and that in comprehension instruction
an attempt is made to teach children to decode language. The tradi-
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tional definitions of the comprehension processes focused almost entirel)

upon what a few people conjectured was going on in their minds and

almost totally ignored the really obvious fact that it was language

which was being -compreheacted. As a consequence, it was not possible

to say just what languitge skills, were pealed in order to master these

vaguely defined processes. The definitions of the type offered here do not

ignore the fact that. comptchension repkerenis a mental process. Rather,

they.. bring balance by &leasing attention upon the linguistic features
which serve as the stimuli of those processes.

Second, definitions of this type make it possible to do really

respectable scientific research in the area of comprehension instruction.

Formerly. investigators could Iwer be certain what processes they were

actually studying because their definitions were so vague that they could

not be certain whether their tests were homogeneous. Further, there

was no hope of ever applying L the results of their research, because

teachers /could not be sure that their 'practice exercises contained the

same kinds of questions the researcher hod used. Using definitions of

the type offered here eliminates both problems.
Third, definitions of 'this type. are eminently usable by teachers. -

t first glance, it would 'appear thif a ye* deal of font* finavAedilie

6 "W. -nftleaksviisTtctitired tor, itaiduce angstidas Ascribed '
here. This supposition is not the else. ',Teachers, itifflinentil more
-knowledge of linguistics than they gained in high school English dosses,

can quickly learn to produce accurately questions of whatever type is

desired and in any quadtity required;
Constructing these definitions will require a great deal of barn

and careful work. Bin it is essential that this work be undertaken
immediately and with great vigor. Comprehension instruction is in-

effecti4e because it suffers from a dearth of supporting resetirf14. and

it is not possibleSto perform useful research In this area until the

'comprehension processes. have been given operational definitions of the

- type described here..
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Psycholinguistic, Implications for a
Systems of !,ommimeication Model

S ROBERT B. RUDDELL
University of California at Berkeley

. .The role of psycholintussucs in- studying language *ills leatning
is undoubted*more powerfurthan either that of linguistics or psychology
considered separately. Although the linguist has offered a description
of language competency through possible systems for describing and
generating stances and the psyctioloelist has pursued 'canting theory
from vatious viewpoints, the psycholinguist is interested in exploring
the psychologicid reality of lingnistic descriptions. In brief, the view-
point of the psycholinguist as described by Miller is that of accepting
"a more realistic conception of what language is" (3). A major gor.I
of the psycholinguist which may de realized in the distant future is
the development of a theory or theories of language performance.

The relationship between psycholinguistics -and reading inimiction
is apparent if. one views the former discipline as developing an under-
standing and explinning of language processing and the latter as having
its central focus on the Khancesnent of the ability to decode and coat -
prebend language. This relationship is even more obvious as one con-
skiers. the definition of reading as a complex psychciihgektic 'behavior
which consists of decoding written language -Units, processing the re-
sulting language counterparts through structural and semantic dinien-
eons, and interpreting the deep structure data relative to an individual's
established objectives.

A central problem, howiWer, in attempting to relate the findings
of linguistics and tarycholinguistics to the language skill of reading is
iropically that of communication. The many dimensions of tbesiotwo
disciplines have caused, the reading specialist and reacling researcher to
Or how the multitude of individual components are related to one
another and in turn to language skills. deyelopment. The purpose of this
discussion is to proOide an overview of selected Jingoistic and psycho-

61
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variables related to decoding and -comprehending langa age.
to briefly ine their psychological reality. and in summation to i-i-
corporate these "ables into a systems of communication model.

Transf and semantic theory has proposed that language
may be viewed several levels. The first level is considered to . be
the surface and encompasses morphemic and syntactic structures
which are real in the form of the graphemic. morphographemic.
phonemic, and morphophonemic systems. It is at this level that reading
instruction considers the decoding process. The second level consists
of structural and semantic readings which make prevision for processing
language for interpretation. The various transformational and rewrite
rules and the structural reading. as well as an individual's mental
dictionary of semantic readings. are considered to be incorporated into
this level.

The third and least-understood level consists of the deep structure
of language where it is hypothesized that the syntactic and semantic
components of the language are integrated for language interpretation
and stored in memory. This article will initially examine the decoding
process, representing one dimension- of the surface structure level. Next.
the ooniprehension process encompassing the syntactic dimension of
surface " structure, the structural and semantic readings, and the deep
structure will be considered. A minor emphasis will be given to the
role of affective mobilizers and cognitive strategies in language processing.
And finally, a systems of communication model will be presented to
summarize the discussion relative to reading and language skills pro-
cessing.

The Decoding Process

One of the central tasks of Ilk reading instruction is that of
discovering the nature of the correlation between -printed units . and
their oral counterparts. Instructional approaches have placed varying
degrees of emphasis on" a variety of decoding units. These include
careful control of "regularities" and."iireralarities" in grapheme-phoneme
correspondences, notably vowels;, spelling- sound -units which are related
to an intermediate level unit known as the morphoplumertat and a
phonologically based unit known as the vocalic-center group -which
closely approximates the syllable and in certain instances the smallest
significant meaningful language unit or morpheme.

Most reading programs place some degree of emphasis on these
various units at some point in the program although the exact structure
and sequencing% of these units may not always be obvious. Neverthe-
less, decoding skills have been taught successfully by plaCing special

. emphasis: on one or a combination of these units. Perhaps a more
scientific statement would be that children have learned to decode while
being instructed through these various approaches. The 'mei statement
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leaves open the possibility that. in some manner children are independently
able to arrive at an optimal decoding _unit 'depending upon their own
cognitive strategy and the particular decoding approach- used. But, the
key question at this point, asks what research evidence is available
to support a particular perceptual unit, or units °leading to decoding
skill development in reading instruction. Parallel questiOns not considered
in this diSaussion ask if a variety of units should be considered in the
instructional program, at what point in a developmental sequence should
they he. introduced for maxium utilization, and is there any relationship
betWeen specific linguistic units and learner characteristics.

Grapheme - Phoneme Correspondences. The recommendation that
initial words be introduced one the basis of. grouped grapheme-phoneme
consistencies has been proposed by Soffietti (47), Fries (12), Smith
(49), Hall (20), and -Bloomfield (4). These individuals have expressed
the opinion that the inconsistencies of the English orthography place
a limitation on the(acquisiticin.. of sound-symbol correspondences as
presenily developed In,Aidely used reading textbooks. "AlthOugh the
results have been in&nsistent in investigations varying the degree of
emphasis on sound - symbol correspondences and related generalizations,
some early studies have revealed. superior results for phonic emphasis
at early grade levels, particularly in word recognition (3, 26, 48):
More recently the work pf Hayes (22),--Ruddell (40), Hahn (19),

Janzer and Alpert (51), Mazurkiewiez (29); ,and, ENwning (9) have
lent support to the value ..agieaterconsisteney in the introduction of
sound-letter correspondences. Additionally; the consistent replication of
research findings discussed by .Chall (6) also supports the logical ex-
pectation that an approach to decoding 'which helps the child grasp
the nature of the English writing code Would be of value.

.From the standpoint of ,,information transfer the research by
Samuels and _Jeffrey (43) emphasizes the value of sound=letter cor-
respondence 'units. In their research .psuedo 'letter§ were deSigned to
represent-. English phonemes and kindergarten subjects were taught to 1,
decode on -the basis- of sound - letter correspondences and on the basis
of "whole words." The findings indicated that subjects `: taught by. the
first method were more effective in transferring their skills to. "new
words" than were those subjects taught by the second method. The
emphasis on individual correspondences appears to provide a lower
error rate and more effective decoding skill than does .attention to word
identification based on.'single featOres.,

In a later study the same researchers (23) replicated aspects of
the above study with similar findings. HoweVer, they attributed their
results in.' part to-one asiket..etf the experimental .treatment which taught
the subjects to blend .phoneriles'l-epresented by the pseud(?) letters into
words. TheSe findings are situAr to those. of. Silberman (44) in that
subjects .1X/ere unable to transfer correspondence, information to new

.

--
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words unless they had received phonic-blend instruOibn.;,. The findings
may be intgrpreted to suggest that sound blending lacdS the phonemes
in a ,natural sound-unit context constituting a more elaborated decoding
unit which is of value in transferring sound-lette correspondence in=
formation to new letter patterns and words.

Mbrphographemic-Morphophonernic Corresp ndences. if ,a decod-
ing program is to account tor the nature of the English writing system,
it is necessary to conSidet spelling units or lette patterns which provide
for prediction of stiand correspondences beyon the grapheme-phoneme
correspondence level. Venezky (52), Wardha h (53), and Reed (38)..
have discussed this concern, with reference to e morphophoneme:, This

.g, unit repr nts an intermediate Unit, between t e phoneme and morpheme
and ma. b thought of 'as a. sound-spelli pattern unit 'or morpho-'
phone c-m rphographemic system.. Por xample; .in coniidering the
words "ext me" and `extremity" one fight point to the second e

_.

grapheme and note that there isrlittle gularity in its representation
of a given Sound:, HoWever, when one cOnsiders these two words on
the morphophonemic level, a very regular pattern, is immediately obvious.

It In the alterations extreme-extremity obscene-obseenity, supreme-
supremity, one observes a 'consistent hift in the sound value (/iy/
to /it) with the addition of the suffix -ity. Although some reading
programs hive developed a few alternationsshch as that found in
the final e marker (sit /it, site /ay /) very little consideration has
been given to detailed study and research jn this area.

Veneiky, has emphasized that a distinction .needs to be made betvken
spelling -sound patterns based on the .spelling. system and those based pn
phonological habits.: In the first ease children probably n\ to be taught
the generalization that the letter c represents /s/ when follo d by e; i, or
y (e.g., ckty/Sitiy/)' and represents /k / othemise (e.g., cat tkeet/). How-
ever, the eralization that final consonant s is. pronounced as /z/ follow-
ing voice ids te.g., dogs tz/)., as /a z/ after /s, z, sg, i, a., j/ (e.g.: 0
buizes /a /) a as /s/ in ,all other contexts (e.g., hops /s/) is phono-

' logical in 'ature. r this reason the native speaker wilt automatically
produce thi ',change a4 there would seem .to be little need to teach it.,_

.An int sly:, resear effort is needed- to examine the contribution
of the value Of morphOphon pile generalizations for reading instruction./:One basic q stion might 'explyre the possible advantage of near simul-
taneous intro uCtion of ' ntrafting letter patterns-representing different
but-eonsiste vowel value (e.g., at, 'bate), in contrast to sequencing
grapheme-p nerne correspondences on ei-1) is ,o consistent vowel
corresponds ces (e.g., bat, mat), as is the case in many: recently
published r ading programs. The research by _Levin and Watson (28),
althOugh li ited in scope; has demonstrated possible value in establishing .

a "set for 'diversity" in decoding -and,.may be; interpreted, to lend some
support t the former consideration. ,
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Vocalic Center Group; Morpheme. anson and Rodgers (V )
'have posited that *a linguistic unit identified as the vocalic-center !.i oup
'provides for high' transfer value in decoding. This unit defined. as
"a vowel' flucleus. with 0-3 preceding and 0-4 following consonants" (39)
is phonologically, rather than semantically based. In most cases, how-
ever, this unit would parallel that of the syllabre as defined .* the
lexicographer. The rationale for considering such a unit is that phono-
logical segmentation fs sit-greater significance, than morphological- seg-
mentation for the earl reader. Rodgers has .reported one experiment<
in which children were asked to. repeat disyllabic words (E.g., toas-ter)

.
and bimorphemic words. ( e.g., toast-er) after the investigator. Their er ors

. were found to favor redivision along the syllabic or phonological rather
than along morphological breaks. It should be pointed out, ,however,
that many. words`Classified along phonological boundaries (e.g., qiiick-ly) .

will also be classified in an identical fashion ',along morphological bound-
' aries (e.g., quick-Iy), .

..
Other research, notably that of Gibson, and her colleagues (14),

ha explored the presencof a higher oFder unit formed by grapheme- -

phoneme correspondencep!This research s demonstrated that children
in the early stages of reading have develope igher-order generalizations --

\ which provide for decoding pseud guistic-lettei patterns fallowing . ...

. , English spoiling eXpectancie . e children appeared to perceive Te-g-
ularitiesj,soundzieffer correspondences and transfer these' to decoding

.
0 unfamiliar trigrams even though taught by what the researchers refer

. 1 ..-----lo as the "whole.V;ord" approach.
Additional : work "-by Gibson, et al (13), has demonstrated that-

adult a, ubjects perceive pieudolinguistio trigrams more easily when they
followDEnglgb spelling 'generalizations or .pronounceable units (e.g.,BfF)
than when .they aireiless pronounceable (e.g., IBF) or more meaningful
(:....g., FBI). Because the task of the reader is 'that of decoding' written

I letter patterns and transferring them into oral counterparts, pronounce-
a e letter combinations would seem to be of significant value.' - On

.t_ tlie other band; meaningful trigrams, -such: as FBI; require the reader
to work with three _units ratherfthaiiOheo;it was noted that the latter

i, type of trigram was more easirecilledrthan the pronounceable unit.
The ease in _recall of the meantrigfut-iiiiit was attributed to known
and exhaustible storage categories while the prono.. iceable trigram syl-
lables would call for an extremely, large number of categories and be
More difficult to retrieve. The researchers concluded- that pronounce- ,..
ability was the' better g1ouping principle for 4teading. This conclusion
lends .support to the validity of the .previously discussed vocalic-center
group and incerlain instanceS \the correspondingmorpheme.

, \.
f At this point- the discussion has considered several decoding units
1 and their psychological ti-al value for developing decoding skills.- It

would appear that the following\ units are psychologically real 'decoding

.tc,

E ' \ = - .

i-:\.>...,

,
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units as used by early readers: .grapliciiiellioneine corri:spondences:
morphographeMic-morphophonernic patterns; and ,vocalic-centcr 'grlups
and in some cases corresponding morphemes. Upon initial examination
the above units appear fo be mutually: exclusive. This condition may
not be so obvious, however, when operationalized in the, instructional
program. The great majo?Ity of linguistically influenced programs which
attempt to control for sound-letter correspondences do... not teach cor-
respondences in isolation. For the. most par , this learning is ac-
complished through initial consonant substitutio , final consonant sub-
stitution, and vowel substitution contrasts. For j.xamplc, the matrix in
Figure 1 accoimtS for emphasis on initial.. consonants b/b/ and en/m/
in cantek; medial vpwels a/tte/ and i/i/ in context; a morphophonemic
pattern .eontrast with a vowel shift\ from lad/--to//eY/; and utilizes
the vocalic-center groups andc_orresponding morphemes.

Figure 1
Commonalities In Decoding Units

-at -ate -it
b- bat bate bit .

m- mat mate mit

This example greatly oversimplifies the -discussion but serves to illustrate
the operational economy which is possible in teaching various- decoding
getieraliiatiOns. Most programs, however, attempt to place specific em-
phasis on a particular unit of, analysis by controlling letter-sound relation-
ships with substitution of correspondences in initjal, medial, and final posi-
tions.

%
. ..

It: is thus possible to view the decoding process as establishing an
understanding of the relationship between grapheme-Frhimente correspond-
cnceS, which form the larger morphographeme and morphophoneme units
Aincti, in operational form, can in turn. formulate the pronunciation of
the vocalic-center group and, in some instances, the corresponding mor-
pheme. ..

The Comprehension Process ,

: In examining the process of comprehension the two Pneral areas.
of relational. meaning and lexical meaning are of primary concern. With
the form ep ones concerned; with the importance of structural relatibn-

6 ships in , sentences and with the latter, the importance of semantic
considerations'realized through denotative and connotative .,tneanings and

. .

.nonlinguisticsigns. . .

1.

. Research related to the comprehension process has been prompted
by the extensive sentence knowledge which: the English speaker pos-
sesses.. For example. he Can recognize grarnrilaticar from nongrammatical
sentences, The -car' struck the tree:. ve-r-sus The struck tree. the car.;.
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comprehend different sentences having the same constituent structures
-John is eager to please: versus John is easy to please.; identify am-
biguous sentences , with identical surface structure, They are frying
chickens. versus They are frying chickens.; and understand- sentences
with similar m aning but possessing different surface structures, The
girl struck th robber. versus The robber was struck by the girl.
Additionally, .t le English speaker can comprehend as well as generate a
phenomenally large number of novel sentences. These facts alone suggest
that language production and comprehension must be characterized by
a rule governing nature. But what evidence is present which will provide
for the validation of language generalizations proposed by 'language
scholars? .

Relational Meaning - Surface Structure. Recent psycholinguistic
research has sought to explore, the psychblogical reality of surface
structure constituents or the way in which language patterns tend to
"chunk" into syntactic categories. Glanzer (16) has shown that
pseudosyllable- word - pseudosyllable patterns arer.more easily learned when
the connecting word is afunction. .word (e.g.. of, 'and) than when
it is a content word' (e.g., food). This finding supports the.. view that
the resulting. constituent group is a more natural word group and thus
more easily processed.

.

The work of Johnson (24) dealing with a paired associate learning
task has/ shown that adult subjects make a larger number of recall
errors between phrases (e.g., The valiant canary . . ate the mangy cat.)
than within phrases (e.g., The ....valiant, .. canary, etc.)- This find-
ing .suggests'that phrases may operate as psychologically real units. The
experiment of. Fodor and Bever (1Y) also supports this contention.
In.-their investigation a clicking. noise of brief duration 'was- made as
a sentence was read. Regardless of the placement of the click (e.g.,
during a word occurring immediately before or after a phrase boundary),
the'subjects indicated° that the click occurred at the' phrase boundary.

, Thus Ilkeir conclusion -Supports the viewpoint that perceptual units cor-
respond to sentence, constituents as designated by.the linguist... '.

The recent work of Ammon (1) has revealed that third grade' and
adult subjects require more time to process and resprind to information
which occurs across phrase boundaries than Within phrases. In a. similar
Study, Suci et al (50), reported similar findings and thus provide
additional support for the sentence constituent as the processing 'unit
for sentences..

Relational. Meaning - Deep Structure. The .tranSformational the-
ory has. proposed that sentences .ire 'processed from- the surface structure
level to: an underlying or deep tructu're for comprehension purposes.
This deep structure is realized through transformational and rewrite
fulds and is then integrated with - -the semantic. component to convey
meaning.
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The work of Miller (32) has demonstrated That when subjects are
asked to tansform sentences front one form into another (e.g., active
affirmative to passive or active affirmative to passive negativO, a positive
relationship is present between transformation time and the complexity
of the transformation. This finding supports the contention that trans-
formations possess psychological reality in that the greater the number of
transformations the greater is the distance between the surface and deep
structure of a sentence.

Mehler (SO) has shown that after subjects have been, asked to
memorize a series of complex 'sentences varying in 'grammatical type, they
tend to recall the sentence but in a simpler grammatical form. For
example, sentence in the passive may be recalled in its active form.
These findings suggest that a recoding of the sentence has occurred and
that the semantic form is maintained but the deep syntactic marker
indicating the passive form has been forgotten.

The role of transformations in sentence comprehension has also been
demonstrated in the research of Gough, (18) and Slobin (46). These
researchers have shown that sentence comprehension varies in increasing
difficulty (speed in determining truth value of sentence) in the following,
orderactive affirmative, passive, negative, and passive negative. Thus,
the 'available evidence does give support to the reality of deep sentence

,
structure. Additional support will be derived from the discassion of short-
and long-terrn memory presented later in this paper.

Lexical Meaning. It should: be obvious at this point that this
discussion of surface and deep structure has placed -little emphasis
on the role of lexical meaning. -Some evidence is present in' the pre-
viously discussed work of Gough (18) and Slobin (46) to suggest
the importance of this language. comp?nent. It is of interest to note,-
for example, that. passive sentences were comprehended with greater
ease than negatives, even though the former are thOught to be syn-
tactically more complex. This unexpected finding may be attributed
in part to the semantic difference between the passive and the negative
and to the semantic similarity between the passive and the active. In
instances requiring a true or false determination, negative sentences
seem to be difficult to comprehend. Slobin -bas emphasized that not
only is syntax important in comprehending sentences- but semantic con:-
siderations must also 'be accounted for. His research has shown that the
differentiation in difficulty 'between 'active and- passive. can largely be
eliminated. by clarifying the role of nouns in the subject and object
positions. This clarification c :be accomplished by reducing- the pos-
sibility of semantic reversibili (e.g., Reversible: The girl...struck the .

boy. Thc.1"'boy. was struck lq the girl.. Nonreversible: The .boy picked
the apple. The, apple was _picked by the boy.)Such findings suggest
that much more is involved in sentence understanding than in relational
meaning. '
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One would expAt structure words to play an important role in
narrowing possible semantic alternatives in, the sequence of a sentence
context. For example, the Wid the not only cues a noun whiehofollows

t may also clarify or Itiphasize thp .semantic nature of the noun
g., The dog was in r . yard versus Some og was in our yard.)
ller (32) and Mi r, t al (34), Oemonstrat that words in context

wing a similar gra matical pattern are pe ceived more accurately
than when in isolation. These findings suggest t at the contextual con-
straint serves to narrow the possible range of appropriate words.. Addi-
tional support for the importance of 'context in narrowing semantic
possibilities is fosod in the research of GcSOdinan (19). He has shown
that although children may be unable to decode words in isolation,
they deal ,shccesifu ly with the'same w rds in a running corirext. Re-
search by Rucidell / has,showti t t reading comprehension 'of fourth
grade -children is sign candy ,higher -on passages utilizing basic high-_

frequency patterns of their oral language structure in contrast to pasiages
using low-frequen0 and more-elaborated construction- These findings

,

May be interpreted to' support the'impa nce of contextual associations
which prOvidA ufficient elimiting info ion to enable hild to

. , determinf the semantic r of a word further to recogn e and
cornprehindit in the sentele. .1

4.
e; importance of Die Sion of word g

lit ns support froin th rese els (42). Fifth sixthi Iratle, subjects. were found?to pe si antly higher .in comprehend-
ing a reading: passage cont4iriing, wo ens of high association Vahie than
a contrOl group. reading a passage ontaining low association value ,
Worth:

4INIthough effort is '..eitig made in developing, a 'semantre theory
*-,...:11 :parallels the preViouSly discussed :deep structure, progress has
been understandably sly becalisk of the extremely complex -nature of
relating the semantic and:strrictural components. Katz -and Fodor (25)
have' characterized the,fortri of a sernaritic theory as linguistic 'description
minus grammar. They have postulate a semantic component in
language, serves to assign nieanin o each sentence through ,semantic
markers, ;For exarimile, s anti tshmie constructed antic categories
such as object - nonoW t,- animate - inanimate, uman - nonhuman,
and male - female. A semantic marker (37) such as male represents
die content of words like man, boy, or father in contrast. to words
like' car 'trzah and ' 011. In some respects 'this- approach resemblesi

, the game .;of 20 cfuestionS which provides, for' narrowing the definition
of the meaning under consideration-. A sequence of such semantic
Markers constituting. the dictionary would thus, provide a. semantic reading
and, define the conceptual content of words. By then utilizing a set
of prejection rules, the readings of lexiPal items Would be integrates:d with
the grammatical relationships as indicated -.by the deep struture to

a.
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derive the semantic characterizations of sentence constituents. Postal
(37) expresses the view that such characterizations will explain 'semantic
properties such as ambiguity (e.g., I observed the ball.). paraphrase
(e.g., John is a farmer. John is someone who farms.), synonymy
(elg., not living; dead), or anomaly John married a potato pancake.)

A :difficulty which is apparent in the Katz and .Fodor discussion
of sentence meaning is the ambiguity resulting from the limited sentence
contekt. To use an example from Katz and Fodor, the sentence "The
bill is large," can mean a sizeable debt or the unusual site of a.
bird's beak. To know that the sentence is ambiguous is only a first
step' toward the understanding of its .meaning. The meaning difficulty
is resolved in a larger verbal context such as "Oh, I see you bought
a new dress," or "My, what an unusual bird." The ambiguity_ may also
be accounted for in a nonlinguistic fashion if one is purchasingclothing
at a store or ,visiting a zoo. To describe rules, however, which will
define' the larger verbal context ,and nonlinguistic meaning represents
an enormous task for the psycholinguistic researcher.

Short- and Long-Term Memory. The imPorta.,ce of memory
in language processing is also of significant concern as one Considers'
§urface and deep structure. Miller and Chomsky (3S) have proposed
that a short- and long-term memory are operative in language processing.
It is further proposed' that the limited short-term memory deals with
the. less omptex surface structure of sentences while the long-term
memory handles the more involved, deep structure of sentences.

Miller (32) has demotistrated that subjects have great difficulty
in processing sentences containing self-embedded structures (e.g., The
rat that the cat that the dog worried killed ate the malt, etc.) in contrast
to right-recursive sentences (e.g., This is, the dog that worried the cat

/that killed. the rat that ,ate the malt, etc.) Because the deep structure of
these sentences is identical, Miller attributes this 'variation in difficulty to
the heavy demand placed on the short-term memory by the surface struc-

, ture of the self-embedded sentence.,
It would' thus seem logical that because of the limited short-term

memory (33), 'a deep language structure and a' -long -term memory
component are essential, for information processing' over running dis-
course. The previously cited work of Mehler may be interpreted to
support this viewpoint in 'that complex sentences presented- to subjects
were recalled in a. simpler form. It would thus seem that after a
sentence is processed ,in the deep 'structure, the underlying meaning
is retained with little regard for the ,structure. It would also appear
that the deep underlying structure is basic to comprehending sentences.

Affective and Cognitive Dimensions

Aflective Mobilizers. A system of communication must in some
manner account for an individual's interests, attitudes, and values which
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become operationalized as his ubjcctives and goals. 'As an ih&.,iJoal
confronts a verbal task, his motivation reflected in :his persistence and
drive is extremely important. This viewpoint is supported by Durkin's
research :(8) which ,has identified the preschbol reader as an individual
wlio is serious and ,pe scent, possesses the ability to concentrate, and
ig° ofa a curious nature In a -study of achievingAnd nonachieving
elementary schdol erea s, Kress (27) has reported that the former
group demonstrated ore 'initiative in exhausting solutions and was
found to ipersiSt i problem solving under changing conditions. The
research laf Piekarz (36) has .indicated that the, high - level reader, in
contrast to the inferior reader, provides significantly more responses
in interpreting a reading passage, a trait thus indicating greater involve-

, meat and participatio The high-level reader is also more objective
and impersonal in synt sizing information sought. The research of
Athey (2) has demonstrat the importance of value systems as mobil-
izers for reading'at the junior h h school level.

One would also expect li . objectives to influence an individual's
store of concepts and in tat ails semantic ditnensibn of lanktage
processing. The reality of this view is reflected in functional varieties
of language. The lexicon of the Organic chemist varies markedly frgm
that of - the newscaster, and both in turn .diffek from that of the farm

. laborer.
.

The affective mobilizers operationalized as the objectives and goals
of the individual would thus be expected to influence Knguage processing
at the Surface-structure level, through the structural and semantic redd-

... ingS, and at the deep-structure level. tl
_ Cognitive Strategies. As an individual participates in die com- 4
munication act, he is constantly' required to perceive and organize
experiences. He must develop a symbol-processing system which- will
provide for conceptualization- of experience. Bruner; et al (5), have
shown that a cognitive stattegy is of basic importance to the con-
ceptualization process. Kress (27) concluded from' a concept lorma-
tion study

flof

elementary school children that achieving readers were
superior non achievers in versatility and exibility, ability, to draw
inferenc from relevant Niles, and ability to shift set when new standards
were introduced: From an extensive review of research on conceptual-

-ization, Singer (45) concluded that an important dimension in, com-
prehending langruage consists ,of changing, modifying, and reorganiiing
a 'previously forfned concept.

Thu; the cognitive strategy of an individual is considered to be
7 gperationalized as rocess of evaltiating the adequacy of., information,
-iedata gathering, hypo esis building, organizing alnd synthesizing data,

ancrhypothesks testing. dclitionally, the utiliiation of these factors ..must
be guided by a constant avPiareness of the need to shift one's strategy
to account for other approaches to problernsolutions.

. .

J
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A Systems of Communication Model.
.4t

Although care must be e:.!tcised in attributing psychological reality.
. to a competence model or linguistic description, the research presented

in ithis discussion lends some degree of support to the reality - of
,. surNee structure, language processing through structural and semantic

readings, deep structure short- and long-term memory, and the ,im-
portanee of affectitl mobilizers and cognitive strategies. Thais in a limited
degree, evidence is ?resent to syggest the general nature of a model

L. of performance.
The language model is Figure 2 has been formulated in`,order. to

\ integrate :the -- previous discussion and express relationspips between the
various_, psycholinguistic factors .Introi,in the communication !roe
On the extreme left of the model: basic comingnication skills `re
identified while- the referent appears to `the ;`extreme right and represents
concretp objects, semiabstract, or ..abstract' ideas in the physical world.
The rectangular line encloses a hYpoehetical representation of the systems
involved,in encod, g and production processes of speech or writing and
the decoding comprehension processeS .of listening or reading.

Near bottom of the rectangle, ,the.- affective mobilizers and the
cognitive strategies are noted >The mobilizers`-resent individual', inter-
ests, dttitudes, and values and. become- operdliOnalized as goals and

e. objectives in the communication setting: The sttatekies represent an in-
dividual% approach to the language=procassing task as determined in
part s by his objectives. --The, vertical' arrows are entered & at key parts

' of .the model from the- affective and cognitive dimensions and indicate
that during language-prOCessing the ,reader is-constantly interacting with
each phaSe Of, - the communication mod, el. TRese,aspects. Of the model
,would enable--3ille individual-to shift His attention, for example, to tfie

. struictural-aspects of a sentence in orcter:to obtain added relational- data
tonetermine.tile Apecific semantic dimension of a given word.

The model becomes more meaningful as the act of -reading is traced
through 'the-Various ,dimension1/4 hi the early stages of. reading, the child
enedunters the "Ffiglislr writing system. The objective of the instructional
program is to helia-him understand-the nature &the 'code. This objective
May fie" .acconiplished by establishing' the relationship between the gra-
phemic and mOrPhographernic systems- and the phonemic and morpho-
phonemic, systems, respectively. The development of cognitive strategies
should lead the ,child to , examine, to ecoding words. -For.
example; after al) unsuccessful attempt to utilize the .grapheme-phoneme

, relationships.iroding, it may .be ,necessary to examine clues at the
moipho*phe Lmorphophoemicdlevel or to utilize the ectlitgt feed-

,lak-.f1;11e more d reader Ma move-directly from the Morplio-
interpretation deriVed from the deep Structure of the sen-

,graphenik level" throu the morphoptmeniic system to the morphemic
Z
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level or directly from the morphographemic level to the morpls;:me with
a minimal use of the morphophonemic system (10).

The organized sound patterns directly involve the morphemic sys-
tem; At this point the short -term memory is effected, and the 'syntactic
system begins to "chunk" the language Units through the constituent struc-
tures for transformational and rewriting purposes. Following the trans-
formation and rewriting of the sentence -in its most basic form, the
semantic, aspect of the model is encountered, and the mealing of the
various morphemes are conik7d through a semantic readVig utilizing
the denotative, connotative, and nonlinguistic dictionary compOnents. tThe,
semantic' and structural- meanings are then meshed through the semantic
interpretation or projection rules, and the referent is established.. Simul-
taneously, the appropriate semantic markers and structural markers are
attached, and the semantic and structural contexts are placed in long-
term memory. If at the point of. semantic projection some difficulty
is encountered and the sentence appearS to be ambiguous, the reader
may return to the morphophonemic level or the syntactic level to verify
the surface structure realization for a specific morpheMe or constituent
structure, respectively.

As a' new sentence appears in the running context, the communi-
cation is processed ,in the same fashion. PrEtrious information, which
has been- stored in the long-term semantic and structural memories, is
available for mobiliiation to the semantic-interpretation level to aid in
evaluating the running discourse relative to the objectives established b
the reader.. re, Ars,

\ Just as one has examined the act of reading which involves the
factors inside the rectangular line, one could proceed through the model
in a similar fashion for the decoding and; comprehension processes of
listening. The encoding and prOuetive7-ptocesses of writing and speech
can be examined by starling with thelonkterin semantic and structural
memories, progressing to the semantic interpretation or projection, and
moving !tom right to left throng the model'

In conclusion, the field b psycliolinguistics holds significant promise,
in .:develOping an ainderstanding of language processing which in turn
should generate/raluable.knowledge about the:reading process and other
communication, skills. This result is suggeSted'ilihe overview of research
presented in this disCussion providing supportlOcilie psychological reality

.selected linguistic units. Forintnauons ,sue as these realized fin the
systems of communication model should enable 'reading researchers and
specialiststo work more profitably toward a theory, of reading.

-
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The Teaching of- Phonics
and Coniprehension: -

A linguistic Evaluation

RONALD WARDHAUGH
University of Michigan

An examination of the literature suggests that there are two major
emphases in the teaching of reading. One of these is AI emphasis on
reading as the decoding of written symbols, that is, a concern with
orthography. The tither is an emptiasig on reading for eaning, That is.
concern with mental , processes of a fairly high order'.., The distifIclion
it Nacunlike the one often characterized in terms used in communica-
tiorf theory as that between the 'code and the message. When the
reading researcher. or- reading teacher 'places emphasis on the code,
there is likely to be a concentration on phonics, on phoneme-grapheme
'correspondences, on the improvement of the existing orthography, and
on using oral reading as part of the teaching process. An emphasis
on the message, on the other, hand, will le t4 ,to,a :concentration on
look-and-say techniques, on the im Nortance oT Meaningful content, and
on the avoidance of oral, reading jn vor of silent reading.

In practice most teachers, seem to put sOrne emphasis on, both code
and meissage* though at times there have been some experts who have
Come out stronglyin favor of one emphasis to the apparent,.exclusion of
the other. In the teaching of beginning reading it is necessary to recognize-
both code and. message, both the fact. that in some sense the written
language is a codification of the spoken languag that 'i, that the
orthography is. importantand the fact that thb code is used to com-
municate, used to say something meaningful 'so that Kathec, complex
types of processing are recfuired. It. seems that in order to teach begin-
ning reading successfully the methods used should be based on adequate
notions of the relationShip of sound and symbol in the first case and
what has to be comprehended in the second. It will be the thesis of
Ibis paper that existing methods are based on notions which are far from
adequate. The writer 'suggests that phonics instilictioh,. the decoding

-39.
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'cruphasiN. is a mishmash of fact and fictism and the prevailing under-
standing of comprehension. the message' emphasis. derives more from
the mystical than the scientific sources of inspiration.

The general activity of reading will not be defined any more closely
than in the preced:nkstatemenis. If tfie definition there seems inade-
quate. no apologies are needed. Most:definitio4 turn out to be in-
adequate because they are to41.4zaglie ( reading as getting meaning from
the printed page), or too at-inclusive (reading as a psycho-neuro-

i.muscular-sosioeconamically correja'ted activity), or too utopian (reading
as the Vey .to better living. in 4 better world Odd with better proplg).
or, conversely, too narrow (reading as making Johnny bark at print
or reading as'high-speed recognitipri). None, Other than these two claims
will be made: First. no patter what eke a. definition of readi g includes,

to must recognize that there
and the phonological sys
rvehnings that can be
dries. The first of the

a connection between English rthography
of English; and: second,' sentences haxe

cuhn!ed for in terms of syntactic and semantic
ms will be clisctissed in connection witt phonics

instruction and the second. in connection with the teaching of com-
prehension.

Phonics Instruction.
recent years three books have appeared .o,hiclerrntained strongly

phrased conclusions which were roughly the same, The first, Hunter
ack's The Teathingof Reading in S to of the Aipitubet (8), cr. 'cizes

the .ding research of recent decades (in fact, of the twentieth c tury)
on the ,14. unds that it has discovered very little of consequence. Diack

7' comes t e t conclusion that a satisfactory method for teaching ading
would ve to be based on a recognition of ;the alphabetie nature of
English and would, to that extent, be a phonics method. Mitfbrd
Mathews, in his Teaching to Ree- Historically Considered (14), -is
also critical of reading research an comes out in favor of phonics, or
the synthetic plan as he calls it, I .ruse he claims that any objective
research !hat has been done clearly favors that approach:

The fact is well' established that children taught by a carefully. worked
. out synthetic plan read much better and te#d sooner than those taught

by .an analytic method, or by any combination of approaches in which
the analyticelement predominates. The /evidence for this statemetu is
abundqv and is constantly being augmented. (p. 196)

Even more recently, Jeanne Chall, in her book Learning to Read: The
.Great Debate (5), written following a three-year study financed by The
Carnegie Corporation, comes.out in favor, of a phonics. approach in the
teachin of beginning reading althbugh not quite as definitely as either
of er two and with considerably more restraint in her method
o -argument.
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All three of these authors make very much the same points: valid
reseanh evidence to support look-and-say and other whole-word methods
over does not exist and fair comparisons nearly always show
phonics instruction .1.1 result in superior reading achievement later. Ac-:

tually, this conclusion does not surprise a linguist, for it seems quite
-756-iTious to -a linguist that such would be the Case:---that a method which

-stovvs children who are' learning to read the relationship between sounds
and symbols is more likely to be successful in beginning reading than
other methods ,which almost tntirely ignore such a relatiorish;o. But
when the same linguist looks at what goes on in phonics itself. gen-
erally cannot help but be disturbed, for it appears to him that if existing
phonics methods are better than other methods in teaching beginning
reading, how much better would be a phonics method based on imguis-
tidally defensible information. How much better it would be to base
phonics on what one knows about language than to go on perpetuating
the present content of phonics. If phonics does succeed, one must be
paying a high cost for that success -or -else that 'success is, a testimony
not-to the people who deWe phonics systerins in use or wrote the
books on phonics, methods but to the children who learned to read
"in spite of it all." But then never forget children cannot be stopped
from learning----only hindered to a greater or lesser degree.

Now consider phonics as it is represented in some familiar books
and articles. The fie:A book is Roma bans' Fact and Fiction about
Phonics (11). Quite bluntly this book really contains more fiction that
fact, for the author finds considerable difficulty distinguishing one from
the other. She has no conception of how language functions or how a
language itself is learned, and she has no ability to keep statements
about sounds quite clearly differentiated from those about symbols. There
is a completely uncritical treatment of the notions of long and short
vowels and of syllabication; there is confusion about phonetic facts and
the sound-spelling relationship; and throughout site never distinguishes
statements about Or intuitive knowledge people, including children, have
about their language from those about conscious knowledgethat is,
the knowledge they can verbalize. The book is almost valueless, and
',le is most unfortunate. So, too, is the title of the next bOot, Arthur

an's Phonics in Pr,:pf, rspective (13), a book which contains
of the ,artle Mis!:ndet !Wings and which is also of little value.

The third book (-,-;iits' r. for the Reading Teacher' (7), is by far
the best of Tir; is much less confusion and much more
common sons:: langaqe in the book. Of course, there' are un-
fortunate normative statements about correctness; and the notion of sep-
arating out the individual sounds of words, particularly final consonants
which in normal 'speech tend to be very weakly articulated, for the pur-
pose of 'sounding them out is extremely ill-advised; however, on the
whole, the book far surpasses either of the other two,
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These comments have, in effect. been a general condemnation ofphonics ins:ruction as represented in texts. What is the writer condemning?
lie is condemning the following kinds of statements because each is
linguistically indefensible:

1. Statements about letters having sounds; 'as for example, "these
letters must be blended to arrive at the correct sound." Letters are letters
and sounds are sounds; they must not be confused with each other.

2. Statements about syllabication which apply only to word-breaking
conventions in printing when these statements are made into rules of
pronunciation. as when hurter is broken into but and ter and mcnikev
into I71011 and key, There is only one medial consonant in hurter, and
its phonetic quality i.Terives from" its relationship to both vowels in the
word. not just the first.

3. Statements about slurring. poor enunciation, incorrect articulation.
and mispronunciations, as when doing is said to be "incorrectly" pro-nounced if said as A whole set of such shibboleths exists.

4. Statements , "long" and "short" vowels, as when mad issaid to have a si rt. vowel and mate a long vowel (even though in any
tLe xriter has heard the second vowel is shorter lit:Jura-

aor: Ulan' the first!). Allophonic vowel length depends on whether the
vowel is final or non-final in a word or whether it is followed by a
voiced or voiceless consonant. There might be something like "long-
nd "short" vowels in English. but they arc nothing like those in the

books on reading.
5. Statements' abo.2e teaching children the sounds of their language

as though they did not already know these (for how else could they
speak?).

6. Statements which do not allow for well-known dialect variations,
as when the word when is always taught as awen/ no matter which
part of the United States the child comes from, or due as /dyuw/ or
pin and pen which cannot be /pin/.

The preceding is just a list of same of the ireadily observable weak-
nesses of the phonics instruction that has. proved, according to Diack,
Mathews, and Chall, to be superior to other kinds of instruction_ Itis a mixture of fact and fiction. Description and prescription go hand-
in-hand, bu. the teacher apparently never knows which is which. Speech
and writing are confused. The teaching of reading is associated with the
teaching of some' kinc4 of pro r language, but the latter is never
precisely defined. Worse still, 111 e is more teaching about what the
writer will call an artificial and haph d set. of observations, or generaliza-
tions, then teaching of the desired respo

There is actually what purports to be serious research conducted
into the problems inherent in phonics instruction. Of course., given the
nature of the phonic just described, there will be lots of problems, most
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of them created by the instruction itself. Four articles published in
The Reading Teacher in recent years have shown how different in-
vestigators have researched what have become known ac "phi;fiic gen-
cralizztions." I am referring to the series of articles Li Clyne:- (6).
Bailey (1). Emans (9), and Burmeister (3). What these invL,tigators
looked at was a set of statements which in many cases are clearly
worthless AI hardly require any examination at all. Some are valueless
because they fly in the face of linguistic tomnion r.. nse: for example.
"In many two- and three-syllable words. the final e lengthens the vowel
in the ldst syllable" (note the confusion of sound and symbol); or
"If the last syllable of a word ends in le. the consonant preceding the
le usually begins the last syllable" (note the blind acceptance of the
so-called rules of syllabication). Others' obviously require ordering so
that a statement such as "The r gives the preceding vowel a sound
that is neither long nor short" must precede the statement that "When
a vowel is irk ill% middle of a one - syllable, word, the vowel is short."
However, these two rules are not ordered, nor is ordering even considered.
The generalizatit,ns seem to be a haphazard set in which rules about accent,
word-splitting, silent letters, and special combinations are esented
randomly and without motivation. Burmeister's conclusion t t not many
orthem are very useful .is hardly surprising.. for surely o chili can
ever learn to read by atiplying a set of rules of this ki The research
itself hardy seems to be/justified, for it scents obviously unlikely that
children can learn tp read by app'ying such rules; d this unlikelihood
should override any desire to Make simple -mind- counts to der-trniale
how valid each rule is when representative texts are examined. Surely
it would have been far wiser to have ordered the rules in some way,
reduced their number considerably, and thrown out the obviously in-
defensible onesor. better still, to have investigated just which rules
children actually do use by studying their so-called errors, their miscues in
Goodman terminology in ord attack.

That the linguistic content of the present phonics programs and
methods is higl:: suspect there can be no doubt. How much faith can
one have in a program which claivs in its that "Phonies
begins ,..rith 'the second word the dihrsees. These are the first two words
in the first preprimer: Mike, Mary"? Or in another program with its
advertising claim that reads lls follows:

Hearing and saying the sounds of standard American English are today
1\11.recognized as two of the most important fundamen I components in

the complex of !earnings we call language skills. They e particularly
,,,urtant to the child whose language experience has bbesn limited or

has been primarily in a dialect .at yariance.with standard Afttericati Eng-
lish. Yet-the child's ability to heat and say these sounds with accuracy is
basic to his ability to learn to read and write, and to successfully per-
form many other school tasks. We must face the fact, too, that many
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teachers speai, in regional dialects diffcring in some degi-ce from the
standard language we hear on radio, television. movies and other media
of- tnass communi_ation Because of this many teachers arc hesitant to
offer their pupils systematic phonics instruction.

In the first case, surely phonics must make better use of principles of
selection and gradation of materials than to choose such words as Mike
and Mary to begin with; and, in the second, surely a teacher using
a phonics program must differentiate clearly between the teaching of read-
ing and the teaching of some artificial dialect probably of little value
to children who already speak a fully functioning dialect of their own.
The writer would suggest that such programs as these are almost certain
to cause problems in reading. not eliminate them!

....
It is not surprising that several linguists who have turned their

attention to the teaching of reading should have concentrated on phonics
or something revanbling phonics. Bloomfield (2) was highly critical of
existing phonic!, instruction. His position has been stated by Barnhart
in his promotional literature for Let.) Read' A Linguistic Approach.

A phonic system starts from the written language and teaches a child
to learn to read as if he had never learned to talk. It asks him to produce
isolated sounds and to combine them, which is a meaningless eercise
that can only deay the child in learning to read.

The Bloomfield system is not phonics as phonics is ustzally deseribect.
There is uo sounding out, and any interpretation which suggests that,
Bloomfield believed in sounding out (other than getting children to name
the letters they see to insure that they can discriminate the letters) is

completely false. Fries, in his Linguistics and Reading .(1(1), also opposed
phonics instruction; in .fact, he devoted the whole of his fifth . chapter
to the proper definition of three important terms:' phonics, Phimetics
and phonemics. The writer would recommend this chapter as required
reading for all reading teachers. Like Bloomfield, Fries insisted on reeog-.
nition of whole words and was opposed to sounding out. Instead he
stressed the contrast, oral and visual, of pairs of words such as mat, met
or fat, fate. In both cases the method has come to be known as linguistic

rather than phonic although little reasoh can be found for this distinction
except for purposes of differentiation. If children are- to be taught to
associate sound4 and spellings, then such teaching has to be based
on good descriptions of the sound and spelling systems of English

and' of their relationship. Bloomfield. and Fries .offer reasonably valid
staterc:."...of this relationshipthat is, given ctrtain assumptions of a kind
rather Mile nt from those which many linguists accept today. They are

not carried way with irrelevant issues about long and short vowels,
syllable divisio s, normative judgments, and so on. In addition, they pro-
pose some principles, of gradation and contrast which might be useful
and oppose others,.Such as "sounding out," which are. very likely to be
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harmful. Their linguistic method is a variety of goad phonics: other
people's phonics is almost certainly very poor linguistics.

It is fortunate that today there is at least one reason : ')ly sound
approach available which goesida long way to meeting the kind of ob-
jectives Bloomfield and Fries h- to phonicsthat is, the Initial Teaching
Alphabet. Used by teachers who avoid the worst prescriptions of phonics,
this alphabet has much to recommend it. Certainly, it has its intonsisieficies.
Nevertheless, it is a rather laudable attempt to help children make
some kind of sense out of English orthographic conventions in their
attempt to learn to readand that is phonics.

Anyone seriously interested in teaching children to read must be .
prepared to acquire a knowledge of the phonological system of English.
He must also find out how that system is represented in English ortho-
graphy; how people. particulail six - year -olds. actually ,speak; and how
such speech varies in the eirerent dimensions of social and regional
dialects. He must also become aware that children know their language
when they come to school (for they can speak) and that g tmmatical
and lexical knowledge as well as phonological knowledge is b aught by
children to the task of reading. In one sense i.t.a. over-diterentiates
since it ignore's this latter fact, just as did Bloomfield and Fries. Actually.
traditional phonics shows more awareness of the-importance of rotat words
and derivational patterning (except in thethankfully moribund use of
"finding little words in big ones") than did the linguists who have
written about phoneme-grapheme correspondences. In other words, not
all of phonics is bad, Forturiksy, linguists today have realized-some of
the inadequacies of the notion of the' phoneme held by such men as
Bloomfield and Fries and go so far as to claim that the standard tradi-
tional Eng* orthography is not at all a bad representation of English
phonology. They also make the very interesting claim that it is useful.
regardless of dialect, so long as it is treated as a represetaation of im-
portant underlying contrasts ,and not as a representation of surfac/
peculiarities.

Undoubtedly the best InoWn analysis of English spelling patterns
io,ailable to teachers is that by Venezky (15). It, this analysis Veriezky
discusses the purely orthographic conventions; such as, the use of letters
like x and q and combinations like th clad ch, the predictable alternations
betweeti u's and w's and i's and y's, the basis for so-Call4d long-short
distinctions in pairs like hater and hatter and diner and dinner*, and some
`'elf the' other interesting morphophonemic alternations in English, as in
sign and signal, bomb and bomhadier, and autumn and qiitumnal.
Venezky's analysis is very much in keeping wi current developmentg in
linguistic thought, and is hereby recommendedito anyone who wants to
put phonics onto a respectable basis. . r 11"

The writer has dwelt at length on-phonics because of the widespread
support that phonics instruction is finding in the reading literature, in the
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press, and even at professional meetings. Although this support is
understandable; the writer feels that phonics ashould be fiasco! on better
linguistic information, than it is at present. If a. bad phonies has proved-
to be more succ:ssfut in beginning reading instruction than any other
method, how much Deter would a good phonics be! Turning briefly to
comprehension; One will see something of the same weakness in current
understanding of comprehension and discover how it might be improved.

Comprettensioal

The process of comprehension is often characterized as one of gather-
ing thought .from the printed page or of fusing the meaning of words.
generally in some cumulatiVe linear fashionwhatever these notions mean.
Buswell (4), or example, wrote that the unit in reading materials was
the same as ff unit in speech, namely, the word; and he said that reading
was a process of fusing single words into a sequence of meaning. Now
these notions are palpably inadeqnate. First of all. there is an over
reliance on naive ict.-as about words. .-Fords are important gran3matiCal
units in English, b are not the same units in every case 4 those
found in the dictioi, our .:1%.;tienus use! One does not understand
sentences by adding togs °r the mearings of words in :lie s me way
that beads are added together ,:! n string to make a necklace. These
definitions about gathering thoughts and fusing meanings do not tell any-
thing interesting at all. To understand the act of comprehension one
needs some idea of the contponents of sentences which are important
in malting sentences meaningful. C;ntil one has a characterization of what
is involved lit comprehension, one cannot make any very interesting state-
ments about comprehension. All one can talk about is success or failure
in gross term's or types of error w illout having any precise notion as
to the specific sources of difficulty. Current linguistics does offer some
understanding of the act of comprehension in that it has something to say
about these components. It is not ,..'complete understanding and has
more to say .bout the fundamental syntactic ,ar:1 semantic relationships
in sentences than how these actually constitute component parts in any
psychological rfro,cess of comprehension. .

In order to fully comprehend a sentence, a read& must be able
to relate what many linguists now call the deep structure of that sentence
(that is, its ,basic elements and their relationships), to its surface' struc-
ture (that is, the representation of that sentence on the printed page).
The reader must also be able o project a consistent semantic reading
on the individual words.. He Fust do mofe than react th the surface
structure of a sentence alone ( at is. do more than recognize individu,1
letters, words, and superficial syntactic patterns). To do only this much
is to bar .at print. Genuine comprehension requires that each sentence
be given both syntactic and semantic interpretations in ,depth. And this
Is an active process in which the reader ma s a great .contribution and
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by no means a passive process as it has been said to he by
certain linguists.

To illustrate 5onsider the following tine sentc:tes
simplified discussion of them to make the basic points.

1. The man stole the car.
2. The c;:r aS

Who the car?
4. W14x, the man steal?
5. What was stolen?

The first sentence demands that the reader understand that The 'Jain is
the subject; the deep subject of the sentence of which stole the cor-
k the predicate and the ear is the deep object. The second sentence
has a surfar- The cur but the real subject, the dzep stubject, is an
unspecific \IEONE. The ,(ark actually what was stolen so 'SOMEONE
stole It a ear is still rne -aep object. The deep structure accounts
for the fa,.t that a correct interpretation of The car as' stolen requires
an understanding that an unspecified person did the stealing and that
this person stole the car. 'rite other sentences are understood as follows:
Sentence thre is a question about SOMEONE who stole the car and
seeks the identity of that SOMEONE. Sentence four is also a question
but this time seeks the identity of the stolen SOMETHING (we do rot
know what it is) and specifies who the guilty parr was. Contr:ast sen-
tence five in which the guilty party or what was stolen are not specified
itt all.'

These five sentences have been analyzed it an exte,.nely simple
way, but the principle is clear: in teaching comprehension one must
understand exactly what must be comprehended..46nd it is pot just
words. A goadd part of what must be comprehended must be accounted
for by a knowledge of the deep syntactic,relationships in the sentences
presented

can
comprehension. Another part of what must be compre-

hended can be accounted for if one has a parallel knowledge of the
semantic projections wh:.:h are possible; one can account in some 'sys-
tematic or principled spy for the different -readings of splay in the follow-
ing sentences:

6. He wrote 4.fine
7. He made a tine. play.
8. All she` does all day is play.
9.. The. wheel has [day much play.

Notice the, semantic- relationships and/or constraints .between wrote and
play in, sentence 6, between made and play in sentence 7. and between
wheel and play in sentence 9. Sentence K. oil the other hand, seems
neutral. Current linguistic investigations promise some help in coming
to a better understanding/4 what is involved in teaching comprehension

and an oer-
i

a
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than prejently held.. It must be emphasized once more that the p-
tions of the syntactic and semantic systems which linguists offer a just
that and no more. They are descriptions of linguistic «I 11.

not of psychological processes; however, they might well prov
bases for an understanding of such processes. They do at. least- warn
against thinking olcomprehension as some kind of mystical process which
one has no hope of examining and against giving an unhealthy emphasis
to words. words, words at the expense of other far more important
units and processes.

Conclusion
Nr4

The writer has been critical of two of the basic areas of reading
instruction, the teaching of phonics and the teaching of comprehension.
It .is because he finds them otollzistehe two critical areas in reading
as judged by reading specialist themselves and, therefore, the two most
in need of care and attention. They are also the two areas in which
it would seem that more success can be achieved 'through rather basic'
and simple reorientation. Phonics is not rejected`, bul phonics without
a linguistic basis is rejected. Neither is reading for muffling rejected
Only the teaching of children to mad for meaning when the teach.
herself does not know how sentences achieve meaning. Again linguistics
has something to say about sentence meaning.

Good materials and good methods must reflect g linguistic knowl- .-
.edge. Following are five principles :Jr developing go materials and
methods for teaching reading:

I. They must be based on so. und linguistic content, that is, on the
best available idescriptions Or languageand of. the English language
in particulairather than on random collections of myths.. One needs

socienti6, knowltdge, not folklore. One has to 171 prepared to read what
the linguists are telling about English phonology, orthography, syntax,
and semantics.

,
2. They must be based on a sound knowledge of the relatio ps

and differences between sounds and symbols, between speec n writ-
ing. Linguists talk about some basic dichotomies; one must be sure about
them/ too.-

, 3. They must be based on a thorough uncle ding of just what
children know about their language as thi know) ge reveals itself in
what they can do in plc:- lanFage rather th in what they can verbalize
about their language., This distinctign is xtremely important one and
one which is hardly ever made in disassions of beginning readin . Six-year-
olds are sophisticated users of the language.. Now many den; can
handle a foreign language. with the same ease and_ assuran as first
grade children handle English. even when these childreff are from cut-
tucally different environments? .
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4. They must differentiate between the descriptive and the nrcserip-
tive, particularly when the prescriptions ire unrealistic_ When rthe pre-
scriptions refer to standard English:--the methods and materials should
reflect some decision about the relationship (if wny) between. teaching
reading and teaching a standard spoken chalet. it may well be that
standard English orthography is perfectly adequate for teaching reading

f to .pcalcers of any dialect of English, and more than one linguist known
to the writer would be prepared ,to.arguestor just stitch a proposition.

5. Finally. they must recognior the important active contribution
the learner makes in reading. bilan in trying to make sense of the
orthographic conver.tiori; of English and in trying rnz.ke sense out of
sentences. Toe often one rewards the learner's correct responses and
punishes his incorrect ones. Good methods and materials should foci:,
on these incorrect responses, or "miscues" in Goodman's terminology
(12), for they can tell just as much as one will let them tell; and they
probably tell a great deal. for they are anything but random.

Hopefully, one will soon learn to stop counting 1:1:1e uncountable, de-
fending the indefensible, and 'teaching the unteachable. Ithsttad, let one
set the reading house in order by being very sure that tht,substance of
the 'discipline is solid and not shadow as at present.Ferhaps if one
could be sure of thisand the writer believes the knowledge to make it
so is there if one would just seek it--methods and materials will improve
and one will not have to devote so much time are expense to remediation,
reading clinics, dropouts, and educatioaarfalure of all kin3s. Educators
might ask themselves if it is not the case that the greatest number of
reading failurps are due to the metAs and materials being used. If this
is true, educators should resolve to do something about it now.
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